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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico,
Saturday,
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Filling Vacancies Peoples Caucus

Mrs. Johnson
The deaeh of Mrs. James W.
Johnson, Sr. at their home near
Pleasant View, Sunday morning
is the most deplorable event of
the week.
Death ended her suffering of
h
ten days following the
of a child March 20th,
The horror of this calamity
following upon the death from
Pneumonia of a son and daughter a few weeks ago. has filled
the cup of sorrow of this stricken
family to overflowing.
Mrs. Johnson was a young, robust woman with, séemingly all
that makes life worth while to
live for, and her death is most
deplorable.
Mrs. Johnson was formerly
She came
Miss Docia Smith.
here from Texas, four years ago
and was married last year to J.
VV. Johnson.
She has been all
that a mother could be to his
children and was idolized by
them and him.
The body was embalmed and
held awaiting the arrival of ' her
aunt, Mrs. R. L. Taylor, of Mata
Gordo, Texas, who came Wednesday and funeral services were
held at the Baptist Church in
Roy, Thursday, April 1st, at 10
A. M. conducted by her pastor
Rev. W. A. Dawn.
Interment will be at her old
home at Lott, Texas,
still-birt-

clerk , of the Roy
School Board, asks us to publish
the following letter he has receiv
ed in answer to his inquiry in regard to filling vacancancies on
the School Board.
"The law provides, (Sees.
) that in incorporated cities, towns and villages, members
of the Board of Education may,
when vacancies occur, fill these
vacancies for the unexpired term
For this purpose two members
of the Board constitute a quorum,
it seems to me, there fore, the only thing for your Board to do is
to fill the vacancies for the unexpired term and th's should be
'
done at once."
Very truly yours,
JOHNATHAN H. WAGNER,
R. Lopez,

49-50--

State Superintent.
The estate of the late Jacob
Rodriguez will receive $2,000.00
back compensation in addition to
insurance of $52.50
his war-ris- k
for 20 years.
This money justly due these
old people would have gone by
default but for the efforts of the
Red Cross Home Service.
135 lives lost and 11
of property loss by wind
eastern states this week,
we let a little harmless
here make us fussy.

millions
in the
and yet
blowing

Owen Clay is back from a tour
FOSTER DECLINES
he has been making since he sold
Judge F. H. Foster asks us to
his wheat. He has learned his
lesson in investments and will be say for him that he will not, unharder to catch on stock swindles der any circumstances, accept
the office of Mayor and he asks
in future.
that his friends support the CitRev. Trevor Orton, of Mosque-wa- s izens ticket. He believes that
in Roy Tuesday greeting his the men who started the Water
acknowledges a Works should see it through and
friends, the
have the credit or blame as the
call.
S--

results warrant.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
STATE CORPORATION
COMMISSION OF NEW MEXICO

at Judge Fosters
last Thursday evening and a

A caucus was hold
Office

Cetrificate

iiml

of Comparison.

now ticket for village officers was United States of America. )
launched.
), hi
The candidate on the ticket aré:
State of New- Mexico..
),
For Mayor, F.. IL Foster.
R. Lopez, Charle9
For Trustees i
It is Hereby Certified,, that the
is a full, true and. complete
Weatherill, F. O. White, and J. E.
Wildman; for Clerk, Frank L. Schultz. transcript of the
Some of these were nominated
Certificate of Incorporation,
against their protest but the ticket is
of
launched and ballots will be printed. FARMERS MILL. AND) ELEVATOR
The Australian Balot is to be used so
COMPANY
alt voters may vote for any candidate
(No. 10458).
they choose or may insert any name
they wish instead of the regular nom- with the endorsements thereorty as
same appears on file and; of record in
inees on either ticket.
The idea of all is to have a fair the office of.' the Stata- Corporation
expression of the wish: of the people Commission:;,
., In Testimony Whereof; the StaSe
ui the choice of a village administration for the coming year and there is Corporation. Commissioni of the State
apparent, n strife r discord but! a of New Mexicoi has caused. this, cer
desire for a friendly rivalry in choos- tificate to be signed; by Its Chairman;
ing officers
and the seal; of saidi Commission, to
be affixed; at ttía- C.tty,- of Stat Fe on
T. E. Mitchell returned home from this 19th day of Merch A.. Dv 1920.
HXJJGJa Ui.. WtUCJtAJKS,
Santa Fe last week to leave immediately for Roswell where he is busy (Seal)
Chairman.
with the New Mexico Stock Show
Attest::
which started Monday and of which
A. L. Mbrrisín,. CJwfc.
he is Vice President
We aro expecting him to return ARTICLES; OF INCORPORATION
as President of the Association for
OF "FARMERS MILL. & ELE
the coming year.
VAT0K COMPANY'" OF SQ
i
LAvNOi NEW MEXICO
.
We the undersigned; funr ourselves;
Russell Kerns and Chauncy DePew
went to Dawson last week to get jobs our associates, atul successors, have
and go it alone. It's great to be a associated oursetveft together for the
boy and feel the thrills of beginning purpose-- ott forming; at corporation trao be your own boss.
der the laws of the state of New Mexi
co,. ÍMted! States of America, and
Mrs. J. W. Maib left last week for we henwy eertu5r atu declare as fol- Arkansas where she is now enjoying lows.
surcease from the March winds of it.. The corporate name of the corMill and
New Mexico and the mud and rain of poration is The Farmers
the moisty river states.
Elevator Company.
'2. This corporation is organized
Last Friday afternoon, the Primary for the following purpose, Namely, to
pupils and their parents surprised1 conduct the business of running and
their teacher, Miss Bryant, the occa- operating & flour mill, to manufacsion being her birthday. The parents ture and sell flour, corn meal, and
came in a body bringing icecream and other agricultural products, to buy and
other good things and the afternoon sell wheat, torn, beans, and all other
was delightfully spent in hayiag a agricultural products and also to buy
good time.
and Sell coal, lumber-- , - farm imple,
Miss Bryant is very popular with raents. hides, wool and general merher little charges and has the instinct chandise and generally to carry on
and personality necessary for that the business of milUing and general
important trust, starting children on merchandise and to do any and all
the right road to an education and other things in connection with the
their parents are duly appreciative running and operating of said business
of her labors for their children.
as may be necessary to properly carry out the aforesaid objects.
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds, the music
3. The name of the town and
Teacher on the Koy Schools faculty is county in which the business of such
seriously ill at the Plumlee Hospital corporation is to be conducted is
with Mastoid trouble. - She is unable
Mora County, New Me;rico. :
to teach and suffering severely, and
4. The amount of the capital stock
may be obliged to submit to an oper- of such corporation is Twenty five
ation for relief.
thousand Dollars (25,000.00) and the
number of shares of the par value of
Governor Larrazolo is out with a five hundred dollars each into which
long and eloquent proclamation for tho same shall be divided is fifty.
Arbor Day, April 9th, urging plant-in- g
5. Tno name and residences of the
trees and protecting those now persons who haze in good faith agreed
growing.
to subscribe for the capital s.Uck and
It is an inspiring thing to read but the amount to be subscribe by each
"we
trust
full
and
too long to print in
are as follows:
Arbor Day will be impressed on the
6. Name, Residence, Slu.res, Value.
children and some older people to th
Henry Garms, Solano, N .M., four
extent that they do some tree plant- hares $2,000.00
ing, net merely orate about it.
Oscar Aspgren, Mosquero, N. M., 2
$1,000.00.
hares,
We are getting returns from the
C. C. Moore, Mosquero, N, M., 2
now
Advertising
cuts
use of the
hares, $1,000.00.
being printed in different papers over
C. J. Burtcn, Solano, N. M., 1 share
the country.
$500.00.
The cut of Mr. Sti awn's sudan
Albert Diiskill, Solano, N. M., 1
grass field brings an inquiry from hare $500.00.
Lake City, Colorado, which means the
6. The period for said corporation
introduction of this crop there. The to exist is fifty years from the datj
County
Milne,
letter is from M. B.
of this instrument.
Treasurer of Hinedale County.
7. The amount of the capital stock
fully paid in and with which this cormoved
Rav Busev and familv have
poration shall commence business is
Irom Springer and are living on the five thousand dollars.
Laguna Seca, ranch of Mrs. J. S. Rus- - 8. The name of the agent who shall
sel near Roy.
lie in charge of the principal office of
.
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hay-rac-

hands and seals
of unto set our
17th day of March 1920
was
U. S. Commissioner at Roy 'which
Henry Garms
the subject of investigation by a rep
Aspgren
The matter of filling the

Threshers

Tractors

office

this

Oscar
resentative of the Federal Court, last
Albert Driskill
satisfactorily
settled
been
week, has
C. J. Burton
by Judge Colin Neblitt, by the
C. C. Moore.
of F. H. Foster and W. H.
New Mexico )
Willcox for another four years which State of
t ) ss
proof
final
up
finish
the
will about
)
County of Mora
business oi. this district.
On this 17th day of March 1920
before me personally appeared Henry
MAYOR'S PROCLAMATION
Garms, Oscar Aspgren, C. C. Moore,
FOR VILLAGE ELECTION C. J. Burton, and Albert Driskill" to
me known to be the persons described
Whereas, the laws of the State of in and who executed the foregoing inSew Mexico, governing the municipal strument and acknowledged that they
affairs of towns and villages have executed the same as their free act
set, á statod time for the election of and deed.
officers for the same, and
In witness whereof I liav hereunto
Whereas, the village of Roy, under set my hand and affixed my official
its articles of incorporation is in duty seal the day and year in 'this certifibound to elect officers for the ensuing cate first above written'.'
fiscal year subject to state regulation,
EDWIN H. HUGHES,
therefore I, Fred S. Brown, Mayor
Notary Public,
(Seal)
proclaim
Roy
do
Village
of
the
of
Mora Co. N. M.
Election
1920
Tuesday, April 6th,
My commission sxpircs Jan. 8th,.
Dav. for the Villaere of Rov. on which 1924.
date, the qualified voters of said vil
ENDORSED:
lage will elect a Mayor, toar .trust'
No. 10458
ees and a Village Clerk, for the term
Cor. Sec'd. Vol. 6, Pago 639
of One year, as prescribed by law.
Certificate of Incorporation of
Th usual noil ins- Dlace and election
regulations will be observed in this FARMERS MILL AND ELEVATOR
COMPANY
election.
Dono this 11th day of March. 1920, Filed in Office of State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico
at Roy, New Mexico.
Mar. 19 192010 A. M.
FRED S. BROWN,
.

Tower Farm Machinery

Power Equipment fitted to the fa rms
of America and sold on it's
merits-n- ot
by price.

.

-

The Russel Company
ROY

:

A. L. MORRISON.

Mayor.

Attest, Melville Floersheim,
Village Clerk.

ICerk.
Compared

JJO to

MIL- -

Number i

Town Business

baby,
Judge Foster appreciates the
Tuesday
and friendship which
confidence
Raton
came down from
nomination but he
vióitiiitf
his
prompted
at
been
where they have
atto
home,
the
best interest of the
believes
the Geo, N, Ames
Johnson
town is best served by his declitend the funeral of Mrs.
ning it.
Prof, R. S. Trumbull happened
E.'F. "Henry the plasterer will
in Roy Tuesday on his rounds and
givis
He
be here about April 15th and will
called on us a minute.
hasty
finish up the plaster and cement
ing the wtieat prospects a
work he left lust fall when he
on eg over.
went to California.
Village marshall, T. A. Smith, is
Arno Voelkel left Tuesday for
the owner of a fine stallion and a
jack which he will keep at his his old home at Runge, Texas.
d
in Roy for Service this He has sold his farm to Charley
season.
Leonhard and will stay away as
will
long as he can. The
weekly
friends
his
of
k
load of school kids remind him
A
in charge of their teachers, Miss here.
Blevins, 5th and 6th and Miss
Miss Gertrude Collins is 'the
Hanna, 7th the 8th grades, went
this corporation and upon process
Mr, and Mrs. Martin Rhyne are the against the corporation can be served
to the canyons Thursday picknic-kin- g guest of her sister, Mrs. Ogden, proud
girl since
parents of an
enroute from California to her last Friday. Their "friends are re is Henry Garms, whose postoffice ad
in spite of the wind.
dress is Solano, New Mexico.
home at Rockforá, Illinois.
joking with them in their happiness In testimony whereof we have here
Mrs. Rocq Ueeder

Right."

Lopez Says

The? Roy Village Trustees met in To th voters of the Village of Roy:
special session with the Mayor MonHaving, been, nominated at a caucus
day evening to finish up some busi- of. citizens, held on the nierht of the
ness prior to election and a possible 25th.of the present month as member
change of administration. The report of the City Council, on the People's
of the Auditor was canvassed and ac Ticket, said, nomination having been
cepted but only the summary was made under, mj? protest, therefore I
available as Mr. Stevens had taken wkk.to inform, the Voters of the Vil
his papers to Santa Fe to be itemized lage of Roy, that I withdrew my
and copied so that a complete state- - name from such. Ticket, for the rea-soraetit cannot be published this week
that I had made up my mind that
but will be as soon as it is returned. I .would support the ether Ticket (tha
The- summary shows very satisfactory Citizens Ticket), and. I can not
state of finances in all the funds. Mr.
do it and run on another
Hearn has resigned as Village Treas- Ticket.
urer and Wm. G. Johnson has been The Citizens Ticket is composed of
made temporary Treasurer until the some of our best business men of ournew Board of trustees appoint one. community,. and they are all men withJt
Judge and Clerks of Election were wnoni.i.havtt been, associated for along,,
appointed for the village election njft time in. the. public affairs of our town
Tuesday as follows:
and I personally know and have the.-Judges:
F. H. Foster, Aleará confidence that they will represents
Griega, P. C. Haines.
the best, interests of our town regards-les- s
.oi. anjj favor, because they are all
Chirks: Earl McMinimy and
men who, have at heart the wellfare;
Floersheim.
A resolution was passed to .pro- - of the cimmnmty as well as the well
vidfe for meeting obligations necessa
fare; of themselves. They are- - all
ry ta prosecuting the work on the heavy Taxpayers and there is no dqubt
towa well with the Floersheim-- j Mer but that they will look for the beat
cantil Co. and several minor rnajrtera interests, oí all concerned.
adjusted.
Our town is progressing very rapid
The matter of providing better ho ly,,WLare' getting new business instittel and restaurant facilities fq. train utions started right along which., will
men and passengers on the. "Polly" be valuable to our community ifh tha
was discussed and it was settad that f uture. and we want to Invite mora
we should get busy and do ojaething capiütL ta w town and more... investworth while. The candida tea for re. ments, ought to be welcome ondi no
election declared strongly for finish. douM we can accomplish thisjby pU
ing the job on the water wurks, get- 'ng; together instead of being divided
ting action for a hotel andj doing all in factions and fighting eatJ). other.
the things that will be ntssary for Thep have been many inances in
the betterment of Roy, witethcr they son
ther communities wb)re th ad- vantósaaent and progress hsj&; been
are
or not.
simply because there were
Ballots for the "Citiiwns" Ticket
and "Peoples" Ticket were ordered pp.ple who wanted to carry their
of personal interest and did
for the coming election
not care for the welfr of, the majority and the consequences, were that
Industry,.
whoever ia their towns never iH.iya.need; to any
I was Industrio
equally sedulous wib be equally BUflr iegree worth mentioning..
We need many other things in our
ressful. Bach.
town besides getting- into straps over
nothing; our Publ Schools! need more
yiven in the
The March winds have apparent attention than
let "up on us anil; we are again envy- past and if we Jt not ck it they will
ing ideal New- - Mexico weather con run down to nothing far lack of
so hp. W a pull together
ditions. Rain oj snow would be wel
comed but th wheat is growing as for the advancement and progress
fine as could tins asked with ftair feet of our town snd. institutions and let us
of moisture yet to draw froms Prairie set aside pMty. politWs. By doing thi, '
some day we will have one. of the-grass is staging to grow.
best towrv in our State.
I wisJi, 1p thank my friends who
nominated me as candidate for Gmhy- STATE OF NEW MEXICO
cilmasv but I believe that it is fe the
STATE CORPORATION
COMMIS- - best, interests of all concerned
to
.. 's SION OF NEW MEXICO
eliminate any fight in our Itval af
Certificate of Filing
farra and support only one ticket.
Unin?d States of America )
Yours very truly,
n.

E.-..J-.

,

yl

ns

) ss

R, LOPEZ.

State of New Mexico
)
It is Hereby Certified, that there
A superstitutious subscriber found
was filed for record in the office
the a spider in his paper athl ank3 whether
State Corporation Commission of the that is a sign of good or bad luck.
State at New Mexico, on the NineFinding a spider in your paper is
teenth day of March A. D. 1920; at neither good nur bad luck for you.
10:00 o'clock A. M.,
This spider wast merely looking over
Certificate of Incorporation
our paper to eo which merchant is
' of
not advertising, so that he can go to
FARMERS MILL AND ELEVATOR that store, spin a web across the door,
COMPANY
and live the life of undisturbed peace
Wherefore: The incorporators ever afterwards.
in
named
said Certificate of Incorporation, and who have signed the same,
"Casey" White butchered a mon.
and their successors and assigns, are
hereby declared to be, from this date ster hog last week from which he renuntil the Seventeenth day of March, dered 125 pounds of lard besides nearNineteen Hundred and Seventy, a cor- ly 300 pounds of Dork. He remember.
with a generous slab of
poration by the name And for the pur- ed thi
poses set forth in said Certificate,
tenderloin from it which is as fine
meat as wo have tested lately,
ilH.
(No, 10458).
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this cer"Go to Church Sunday" was
tificate to be signed by its Chairman
by the Church and Sunday
and the seal of said Commission, to be School people of Roy Last
affixed at the City of Santa Fe on Pledge cards were offered Sabbath.
to all to
this 19th day of March A. D. 1920.
sign up for as many church services
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
as they thought they could attend
(Seal)
Chairman. during the year, and many persons
are
Attest:
pledged to go to church in the future.
A. L. Morrison,
It is a clever little scheme and will reClerk.
sult in good to those vho got in on it,
S--

pedal I
Saturday

Illy

Quaker Corn Flakes regular
price 15c sale price 10c
No. 1 Tuna Fish reg. price 20c
sale price 15c
Pearl White soap 4 bars 25c

New shipment of Ladies and Mens Suits just
arrived
Look them over.
(Watch this space every week.)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THE

8PANISH-AMERICA-

WOODEN SPO.IL
(Copyright,

1919,

by George

n. Doran

Co.)

Bynorsls. Hilary Askew, a young American, Inherits from an uncle ft
hundred square miles of forest In Quebec. Upon taking possession, he discovers all sorts of queer things. Lamartine, his uncle's lawyer, tells him the
property Is comparatively worthless and tries to Induce him to sell. Lafe
Connell, the mill foreman, tells him his uncle has been systematically robbed.
Morris, the manager. Is associated with the Ste. Marie company, a rival concern owned by Brousseau, the "boss" of the region. Madeleine, the beautiful daughter of Seigneur Rosny, original owner of Askew's land, Is pursued
by Brousseau, who has her father in his power. The hero decides to stay and
manage his property. He discharges Morris and makes Connell manager. He
whips "Black" Pierre, foreman of a gang of Brousseau's men cutting on his
land, He defies Brousseau. Leblanc, his boss Jobber, deserts to the enemy.
From Father Luden, Askew learns the story of Marie Dupont, daughter of
the captain of a lumber schooner. The girl's mother, now dead, had been
betrayed, and she herself Is looked on askance and has few friends. Marie
knows the name of her mother's betrayer, but has never revealed It to her
father. Askew finds Madeleine Rosny hostile to him. Askew and Connell visit
Simeon Duval's dance hall In Ste. Marie. Revenue officers raid It and Askew
Is blamed for the raid. He and Connell rescue 'Marie Dupont. Askew saves
Madeleine Rosny when her horse runs away. She gives the warning, "Look
to your boom!" and then the mill boom breaks and Askew's logs are carried
away to the St Lawrence. Who sawed the boom?
6

The Challenge.
"Yes, sir, It was Morris who pulled
off that little affair at Ste. Marie,"
said Lafe, a few days later. "That's
why he went to see the revenue people
when he was In Quebec. And It's he
who spread the report that yon were
at the back of It."
"And, like a fool, I played Into his
hands by being at Simeon's Just when
the raid came off," said Hilary.
"I guess that's the size of It, Mr.
Askew.

You know

how people

are.

There ain't no surer way of queering
a man anywhere, specially If he's a
stranger, than to suspect him of set
ting the revenue people on to the 'blind
tigers.' It queers him even with folks
that don't touch liquor. It's human
By the way," he
nature somehow.
added, "you heard that Simeon's back."
Hilary nodded. "And running wide
open again."
"Well, I guess that hundred dollars'
fine didn't hurt him much. But he's
mighty sore on you, Mr. Askew. I'd
watch for mischief from that quarter."
Hilary agreed. He did not know,
however, that Lafe had learned from
Tremblay, the landlord In some Incomprehensible manner, since he had
not acquired an additional word of
French during the time which had
elapsed since Hilary's arrival that
Simeon not only meant mischief but
was believed to be planning It.
However, the schooner had already
made one trip to Quebec, well loaded.
Hilary had been In negotiation with
the paper mills, and he hoped to Improve his chances materially If the
winter was not an early one, and If
only the threatened strike did not materialize.
But there had been another trouble,
Incomprehensible to Hilary, and Lafe,
though he understood Its origin, had
not enlightened him. It concerned
Baptlste.
A few days later Hilary and he met
face to face. Baptlste stopped dead
and thrust out his chin aggressively.
"Well, what Is this that they are
saying about the boom?" he demanded.
"I have heard nothing, Baptlste,"
said Hilary.
"You don' speak the truth. You
think I saw the boom through because
Brousseau pay me, eh? All right I
am a man. I don' hare to work for
you."

"I have no accusation to make
against you, Baptlste."
"You don want to accuse. But you
think, eh? P'raps you tell me now I
didn't saw the boom through, eh?"
"I don't know whether you did or
not," said Hilary, becoming exasperated. "If I had reason to believe you
did, you'd know It."
"You think I stan for talk like
that?" shouted Baptlste. "I get better

Hilary affected not to hear. But after
Baptlste had gone he felt the Incident
keenly. He valued the little man, and
he knew he had wronged him by re
fusing to affirm his faith In him. Bap
tlste's defection was not very much,
but It showed that the wind of adver
sity was still blowing strongly.
Baptlgte secured a Job with Brousseau on the following day and shook
the dust of St. Boniface from his heels,
Leaving Lafe at the mill, Hilary
made his headquarters In one of the
new camps, about five miles up the
river. At five o'clock on the Saturday
night he was surprised to see his
hands trooping homeward along the
Many of them did go home
road.
over Sunday, and some every night;
but this was an exodus. Hilary called
his gang foreman, who came up sul
lenly.

"What's the meaning of this?" he
asked.
"We strike. We want two dollar a
day."
"Why don't the men come to me?"
"I don't know. We strike, that's
all. You see Leblanc."
"So you've chosen this time to strike,
have you?" cried Hilary furiously. "All
right! Get out! I'll bring men over
from the south shore."
He went back to his shack and sat
down, resting his head on his hands.
It was clear that Brousseau had postponed his original plan till now to cripple him beyond hope. And Leblanc,
who did not work for him, was in
charge of the affair I He was thoroughly disheartened over this new development.
However, If the strike did not extend to the mill he could still get his

shipment through.
.
Presently he heard the sound of
wheels, and, going outside, saw Lafe
driving rapidly along the road. He
stopped the horse, Jumped out of the
buggy, and came up with a woeful expression on his face.
"I met your men going home, so I
guess you know," he said. "They've
struck."
"The mill hands, too?"
Lafe nodded. "It's that fellow Leblanc. He's telling them they can get
n
two dollars and their grub.
tried to hold the mill hands,
but he couldn't. You'll have to give
what they're asking."
"Suppose I pay the mill hands two
dollars, will they stay In?" asked Hilary.
Lafe shook his head. "I offered It
em," he said. "I took the responsibility of that. Maybe I was wrong-- but
anyway, It won't go. They say It's
to be two dollars all round, mill hands
and lumbermen."
"I'll not be beaten by Brousseau,"
said Hilary furiously.
Lafe scratched his Jaw. "It appears
to me that you're going In Just the way
he wants you to," he answered. "Make
It two dollars till we get this shipment
through the mill."
Hilary shook his head. "Not a cent,"
he answered. "I'm not going to have
Brousseau dictate the price of my
labor."
"That's all right, I suppose, so far
as you're concerned!" said Lafe Indignantly, "but what about me? I guess
I've got the right to have some word
In the matter, with that eight thousand
of Clarice my wife Invested. Seems
to me you're putting up your front on
my money as well as yours," he blurted
out.

r
"You

fJi

Think I Stand for Talk Like
That?" Shouted Baptlste.

money from Monsieur Brousseau than
I get from you. All right I leave
Saturday." "
"You can go right to the office and
get your money till Saturday," said
Hilary. "I'll be there In a few
mln-utee- ."

He paid Baptlste, who took the
ney with a menacing muttering that

-

"I'll write you a check for It."
"Oh, shucks !" said Lafe ; and, turn- nlng upon his heel abruptly, he went
back to the buggy without another
ne entered It, whisked the
word.
reins, and drove slowly away. But
when he had gone a hundred paces he
turned the horse and came back.
"You'd better know the worst," he
said. "Louis Duval's in St. Boniface,
and he's going to open up tonight.
Now I'm through with it all of It."
He whipped the horse and drove
away furiously, leaving Hilary alone
In the deserted camp.
Hilary sat there for a long time. It
begnn to grow dark, but, absorbed In
his bitter reflections, he took no note
of anything. Everything sank Into Insignificance beside the fact that Louis
Duval, In open defiance of him and his
warning, was selling liquor upon the
St. Boniface property. It was a delib
erate and direct challenge; and he
must accept It or be for ever discredit
ed among his men. More : He must ac
"
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"I ASK YOU NOT TO GO."

CHAPTER VIII.

By
VICTOR
ROUSSEAU

cept It or abandon his plans and return home.
"I'll stop that, anyhow," he muttered, and, rising, took a revolver from
his suitcase, loaded the six chambers,
and thrust It Into his coat pocket.
Then he clapped on his hat and went
out.

It was still light, and he calculated
to reach St. Boniface soon after Duval
opened. But he had not gone a dozen
paces when he heard the sound of a
trotting horse, and presently, from
among the trees, he perceived Madeleine Rosny upon the chestnut which
had bolted with her on the day of the
dynamite blast
She put her horse to the gallop as
she neared him, and reined up so suddenly that she almost threw the beast
back tipon his haunches. Hilary saw
that she had a new and powerful bit,
which gave her perfect control. Her
pluck was splendid In this riding of
the same animal along the same road.
He raised his hat and waited. She
leaned over the horse's shoulder, and
he saw that her face was expressive of
great concern.
"You are not to go to St Boniface
tonight," she said.
"May I ask why?"
"It Is my wish, monsieur and my
warning also."
The memory of their past meetings
rushed through Hilary's mind, already
unbalanced by the events of the afternoon, and he became conscious of a
great rush of anger that seemed to
sweep through hlra like some Imper
sonal force and hold him against his
will.
"Do you think, Mademoiselle Rosny,
that you are entitled to express your
wishes and your warnings to me, In
the light of our acquaintance?" he de
manded.
"You are pleased to be Insolent to
me again," she answered In a low
voice. "It does not matter. If you go
to St. Boniface you go at your peril."
"
"Mademoiselle
"I ask you not to go. I Implore you,

law does not readily exonerate the man
who kills; yet foolish, had he known
that three men at least in St. Boniface
expected him and were prepared for
his coming.
He strode past the dam and approached the outlying houses of the
settlement, feeling an Implacable resolve harden him as he heard the
shouts and the tumult that came from
Bnptlste's old house. He turned Into
the little street on which it stood and
saw It In front of htm, with the higher
bulk of the mill beyond.
The shades of Baptiste's cabin were
drawn, and the lamplight from within
threw the shadows of the lumbermen
upon them In grotesque attitudes. Hilary could see through the open door
that the place was packed to suffocation. There was no room to dance;

but there was to be no dance that

night
A group of men, chattering upon the
porch, ceased their conversation as Hilary ascended the three steps, and
nudged one another. One of them
broke Into loud, drunken laughter. Hilary hardly heard them. He strode Into
the saloon and stood within the door
way.

CHAPTER

IX.

The Trap.
The first man whom he saw was
Louis Duval, uncorking a bottle of
gin. Their eyes met across the heads
of the lumbermen before Hilary's presence was known.
He stood still for a moment, taking
In the scene. He was faintly conscious
that the door at the far end of the
room had closed, but this perception
made no Impression on him. He felt,
alone though he was, that he was absolute master of the situation.
He strode up to Louis, pushing the
lumbermen who were In his way aside,
seized the bottle from his hand, and

"By what right?" cried Hilary angrily. "Have you worked for me or
against me, Mademoiselle Rosny, since
I came here, expecting to find only a
Have
welcome among my neighbors?
you shown any reason why I should
heed your advice, or put faith In your

I"

l.

to engage in some plot of Monsieur

Brousseau's? It Is Insufferable I You
are not so Important an enemy as
that." She put out her hands swiftly.
"Ah, do not go to St. Boniface," she
pleaded.

Hilary looked at her stubbornly. He
'
would not let himself be moved.
"I have come to you, and you have
"Go,
humiliated me," she whispered.
then I" she cried suddenly Jerking the
reins. "Go, Monsieur Askew! Go to
St. Boniface!"
She spurred her horse and galloped-wildlaway, while Hilary watched. He
saw her pass out of sight; he waited
till the last reverberations of the fly
ing hoofs had ceased. He was ashamed ;
and yet he was sustained by a grim
mer determination than any that he
had ever known. He would not let
himself believe In her. His wrath,
which made him doubt every one,
which had suffered him to let Lafe depart, kindled him to fighting heat.
He meant to fight, and he grew hot
ter' as he tramped steadily along the
river road, reeling off the miles be
hind him, a lonely figure, his heart
rancorous against the Injustice meted
out to him ; bitter against Lnfe, bitter
against Madeleine, but furious in his
resolution to show St. Boniface what
manner of man he was.
At last the lights of the settlement
begnn to twinkle through the trees.
He walked a little faster, fingering the
revolver In his coat pocket. But when
he reached the gate above the dam he
stopped for a while and considered.
His Instinct was for physical assault,
such violence as alone could appease
his rage. He listened to the distant
hubbub about Duval's shanty; and
then he did the wisest, or else the
most foolish thing that he could have
done. He broke his revolver, took out
the cartridges, and threw them away.
He put the weapon back in his pocket,
opened the gate, and went on.
And this was wise, because Canadian

Imme-dlatel-

stood beside him.
The four, executing a flanking movement simultaneously, advanced and
took up their position between Hilary
and the door. Nobody spoke, but
Simeon Duval took off his spectacles
quite methodically, folded them In
their case, and placed It back In his
pocket. Standing with his back close
enough to the wall of one of the horseboxes to be able to prevent an attack
from behind, Hilary watched the four
contemptuously.
They had got hlra
there to fight and there was nothing
he wanted more, even against the lot
He half regretted having
of them.
drawn his cartridges, but he was conscious of no sense of fear whatever.

He kept his right hand lightly against
the pocket In which the revolver lay;
It might be useful for intimidation, or
even for
"Well, we got you, Meestair Askew,"
sneered Simeon. "Now you listen here.
We're peaceful men an' we hate trouble. We don't want to hurt you If you

then."

disinterestedness?"
She was not looking at him. "No,"
she answered, very quietly. "But you
must not go. Monsieur Askew, I have
come here to beg it of you.
"You have come here to get me not
to attend to my interests," cried Hil"Are
ary, losing all his
you not actively allied with my worst
enemy, who seeks to ruin me and drive
me out of St. Boniface. I lost nearly
a winter's cut of lumber when my
boom was treacherously destroyed.
You knew, Mademoiselle Rosny, and
yet you ask me to heed advice from
one who is not my friend."
She started as If he bad lashed her
across the face. She tried to' answer
him, but could only stammer Incoherently; and her eyes, which had
blazed with wrath as he spoke of the
boom, were filled with tears which she
checked valiantly.
"You think I came here tonight,"
she began, and paused, her voice choking. "You think I came here to you

like a madman, sent them smashing to
the floor, cleared his way again, and
made for Louis, who was Just opening the back door. He grasped at him,
but Louis was Just a second too quick.
He darted through, and the door,
thrown back violently, struck Hilary
upon the forehead. The next Instant
Hilary passed through the doorway In
pursuit.
The shanty which Baptlste had once
occupied had formerly been a part of
a large structure used by the mill for
storing machinery. At the back, and
contiguous with It, had been the old
mill stables. The door connecting the
two places had been nailed up, but
Duval had opened It that morning In
the course of his preparations for Hilary's advent
As Hilary entered the stable the
door closed behind him, and he heard
the bolt shot. The yells of the lumbermen grew faint It was only then Hilary realized that he had run Into a
trap.
The stable contained Louis, who hat
posted himself within the stall
opposite the entrance, anc
grinned at Hilary defiantly. Between
the two stood Simeon Duval, a grotesque grin upon his scholarlike features. The man who had bolted the
door was Leblanc, and Black Pierre

"I Have Come to You, and You Have
Humiliates" .Me," She Whispered.
"Go, Then!"

go away from St. Boniface. Go back
where you come from. Else we kill
you tonight. What you say? You are
alone here, no police, and every one
hate you. If we kill you every one
swear you try to kill Black Pierre, an
my brudder, an' me. Now what you
say?"
.
"I haven't come here to say, but to
give your brother a thrashing," answered Hilary scornfully. "The thrashing that I promised him that night at
Ste. Marie."
"You spy on me In Ste. Marie an'
bring revenue officers. It cost me a
hundred dollar, you damn police spy.
You go now, eh? What you say?"
Hilary wheeled upon Leblanc and
Pierre. "And these men what are
they doing here? You want three men
to help you kill me, eh, Simeon?"
He did not want to parley, but in
spite of his eagerness bis Judgment
told him that he was In a perilous situation. He must taunt them till they
lost their heads; that would give him
an advantage.
"You, Leblanc, want your lease
again, I suppose, you thief,", he said.
"You, Pierre, didn't get enough of a
hiding that day I caught you cutting
down my trees. There's another coming to you In a minute or two. Simeon,
If I'd been you I'd have picked some
men who could help me fight If I was

dashed It to the floor. His movement
and the ensuing action were so swift
that it was only after their completion that all the company awakened to
his presence.
He turned toward the plank table
which had been nailed across a recess
for a bar counter. On this were a
number of bottles, all of brandy or gin
illicitly distilled and smuggled up the
river. On the floor were two hogsheads. A quantity of glasses newly
bought, and still containing fragments
of the straw In which they had been afraid, Instead "
packed, stood on a packing case near
He got no further, for at that moment, taking the Initiative, he sprang.
by.
Hilary swept his arm along the His fists dashed full Into Simeon's
plank, knocking off the bottles, which face, right and left, almost together.
crashed to the floor, strewing It with Simeon toppled backward; his head
hi'oken glass. A score of streams be- struck the edge of the stall behind
gan to filter between the edges of the him, and he dropped moaning to the
boards, uniting In the depressions. The floor and lay there.
Passing him, Hilary leaped for Louis,
stench of the spirits rose Into the air.
He kicked the hogsheads over, and but the agile little man eluded him
they added their contents to the pool. and darted down the middle of the
With another sweep he struck down stable. Before he could quite recover
the glasses. Then the lumbermen himself Leblanc and Pierre sprang
rushed at him, cursing, Infuriated. The from behind. As Hilary swung side-wis-e
he saw the knife In Pierre's hand.
foremost hesitated as they came within reach of his arm, however, remem- He thrust his arm up, and the blow,
bering Pierre's discomfiture. The mo- diverted, glanced, the knife ripping his
mentary delay was fatal to them. Hil- sleeve open. Leblanc, also with a
ary struck out with all his force, fell- knife, was springing from the other
ing them, or sending them staggering side. Hilary sized up the situation with
backward against those behind, and J'idgment for which he could never
clearing a passage in a twinkling to- afterward account. Dashing his fists
ward Louis, with whom alone he had upward, he caught Pierre under the
chin, forcing his head back; at the
business at that moment.
Louis was a coward, unlike his same time he grasped the wrist which
brother and Pierre, perhaps pardon- held the knife and swung so as to inably, on account of his physical weak- terpose the outlaw's body between
ness. As Hilary grasped him by the himself and Leblanc's blow. As Leshoulders the liquor seller, who made blanc struck again Hilary turned, shelup In adroitness for what he lacked In tering himself behind Pierre, one hand
strength, twisted like an eel, dived under his chin, the other holding back
under the arms of those about him, the wrist, so that Leblanc's short, staband rushed toward the rear entrance, bing strokes always fell short being
aimed around Pierre's body.
shouting something as" he ran.
Backing Into the stall adjacent to
What it was Hilary did not know.
He perceived dimly that the mob fell the one in which Simeon had fallen,
back, except, for a few who, unable to Hilary In this manner continued to
restrain themselves, surged about him ward off Leblanc's attack. The stall
like a pack of wolves, snarling, and was narrow, and the Jobber was untrying to thrust at him with the knives able p get pn Pierre, struggling In
which they had drawn from their Hilary's grasp. In order to strike a
leather belt sheaths. Hilary, fighting bhw from the side or rear So long

as Hilary couid retain his hold on
Pierre and keep hlra in this position he
was comparatively safe. But he had
no more than about fifteen seconds In
which to think out his next move. It
was all a question of muscular endurance. He could not hope to retain
his clutch on Pierre's throat with pug
hand for many seconds, against the
force behind the outlaw's shoulders,
body.
Sudand his strong, thick-se- t
denly he made up his mind. He released Pierre, flinging him backward
with all his might. Pierre fell against
Leblanc, sending hlra staggering; the
two clawed at each other and fell to
the floor.
As Hilary released Fierre ho caught
sight of Louis' face peering across
Pierre's shoulder. The fall of the two
men left Louis Hilary's only Immediate opponent Hilary hesitated; In
spite of his threat, spoken to Simeon,
he hesitated to attack a man much his
inferior In size and strength. But at
that moment he saw Louis' right arm
drawn back, and the gleam of the
knife he held. Before the upward
thrust came he stepped back, pulled
the revolver from his pocket and
brought the butt crashing down on
Louis' head.
"That's what I promised your he
shouted.
The little man, Instantly drenched
with blood from the Jagged scalp
wound, staggered, let the knife fall,
screamed, and fled, stumbling from
side to side, with hands upraised above
bis head, toward the door. Louis bad
had enough ; he had been meant to be
the bait of the trap, and now he had
been caught In It Blinded by the
blood that poured over his face, he
blundered Into one of the window embrasures, and his upraised hands
brought down the lamp, which fell
crashing upon the wooden floor, and
fortunately went out.
Still screaming, Louis found the
door and tried to push back the bolt
But before he could do so Hilary was
on the spot. He pushed It back himself and, taking Louis by the shoulders, he pushed him with all bis
strength Into Baptiste's shanty.
The room was empty. The word
had evidently been passed about that It
would be advisable for one to make
oneself scarce In view of what was
going on in the stable. But a group
of men were gathered about the door
at the entrance, peering In; and the
sudden apparition of Louis, covered
with blood, and Hilary behind him,
proved too strong for their discretion.
They came running forward, yelling.
Hilary could have broken through
them and gained the safety of his
rooms, a short distance away. Even
the hazard In such a cotv e was less
than what he had faced In the stable.
But the Idea never occurred to him.
He was fighting mad ; he had come to
St. Boniface to fight, and he meant to
fight his quarrel out. He turned.
He heard Leblanc and Pierre running across the stable floor. All his
calculations, which were subconscious,
were made In fractional seconds that
night, So, now, he calculated that the
pulr would reach the door a
before the men In the shanty.
half-secon- d

They would emerge confident, lmagln- ing hlra to be In flight. He waited.
Louis' blundering flight, which took
him Into the midst of the lumbermen,
stopped them In their attack, Just as
Hilary had calculated it would ; at the
same moment Leblanc's head and
shoulders became visible around the
door. Hilary, waiting for that, Jabbed
upward viciously with his right. Leblanc howled and fell backward,,
knocking Pierre off his balance in
turn; and before they had recovered
from the surprise Hilary had stepped
back Into the stable and bolted the
door behind him.
He saw their wonder and the dawning fear In Leblanc's face, covered with
blood, and Pierre's Infuriated scowl;
but they came on at him again, craftily now, crouching, their knives drawn
back for the stab. A revolver, even
when loaded, Is of little use against a
knife, wielded by an expert at close
quarters. The men were attacking
from opposite sides, too. They were
watching each movement fhat Hilary
made. He estimated that they would
spring after a very brief delay. He
hazarded a second and, stooping, picked
up a fragment of rotten harness which
had fallen to the floor beside one of
the horse-boxeHe wheeled toward
Leblanc, who twisted his body to
meet him; and then, as Pierre rushed
In from behind, wheeled again and
brought down the harness strap upon
his head.
s.

A knife stab
comes of it.

and

what

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Proposed Research Work.

British national institution of Industrial biology would have
for its prime object research connected
with Industries dependent on
s
or enzymes ; and these, setting
aside brewing and distilling, Include
the making of cheese, bread and
pressed yeast, lactic acid, wine and
vinegar, besides tanning, the treatment of sewage, and all agriculture.
Other alms would be to give specialized Instruction to teachers and technical workers and to provide a collection of microscopic culture from
which scientific workers and others
could draw material.
A proposed

micro-organism-
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The Finish.

Patience "Have you ever noticed
In a circus parade that they c!vnya
i or
have the calliope
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he parade?1
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Mrs. Washburn quickly regained her
strength and flesh.
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Safe and proper directions are in every "Bayer package"

"I had grippe, followed by pneumonia.
It left me with a terrible soreness In my
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cheat, constant pain In my throat and so
weak and nervous I could neither eat nor
sleep. I had a chill every morning.
"One day a young man told me how
Milks Emulsion had got him out of bed
and built him up after he had been reduced to a skeleton and given up by the
doctors. So I tried it. I have gained
In strength, appetite and flesh, sleep better than I have for ye?.rs, am doing all
my own work again and feel like a new
person.
"The beauty about Milks Emulsion Is
that It doesn't wear out like most things,
and is so pleasant to take. It Is a food
as well as a medicine and builds up the
blood and tissues. It surely put new
blood In my veins and I have the healthiest color I ever had." Mrs.- M. Washburn, El Centro, Cal.
It costs nothing to try Milks Emulsion.
It will build you up more quickly, more
surely than anything else.
Milks Emulsion Is a pleasant, nutritive
food and a corrective medicine.
It restores healthy, natural bowel action, promotes appetite and puts the digestive
organs In shape to assimilate food.
Chronlo stomach trouble and constipation
are usually relieved In one day.
This Is the only solid emulsion made,
and so palatable that It Is eaten with a
spoon like Ice cream.
No matter how severe your case, you
are urged to try Milks Emulsion under
this guarantee Take six bottles home
with you, use it according to directions,
and if not satisfied with the results your
money will be promptly refunded. Price
60c and $1.20 per bottle. The Milks Emulsion Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Sold by
druggists everywhere. Adv.
-
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myself but I appreciate your friend'
ship and if the time ever comes "
"Be careful, Betty," he warned soft
ly, "my business In Ardmore has something to do with some such promise
I warn you now, so you can be think
lng It over"
She made a little sjtartled gesture

EASTER
RABBITS

of dissent "I didn't mean to frighten
your Betty; I was not going to speak
of It now but I want you to get used
to thinking of me." And to reassure
her he picked up the box and pointed
out some of the fine points of the pet
rabbits.
It was late when they reached
Ardmore, so Paul Insisted on carrying
the crate in and helped to make ar
rangements for the Easter surprise.
Before retiring, as was their Easter
custom the children had made a nest
for the Easter rabbit and had also
fenced off a little place for him In
the bay window where they had fresh
lettuce, cabbage and a cup of wa
ter.
Mrs. Dale slipped quietly about put
ting candy around In different places,
adding some downy chicks to other
toys,- - explaining that she had promised them that if they would be good
while she was gone, maybe the Easter
rabbit would leave them some of his
babies to bring up, while Paul fixed
a larger box for the rabbits. As they
finished he said very soberly: 'Tve
missed an awful lot of life, Betty.
This Is the finest thing I've had any
share in for yearti do you think
there's any chance "
"Please, Paul," she begged tremulously, "It's such a new thing I can
not help feeling that it would not be
.

She was such a trim
little, slim little widow,

but she walked the
gamut of admiring masculine eyes In the lobby
of the Hotel Metropole
apparently oblivious of
them, so Intent she
was upon her errand,
She wore a neat black suit, strictly
black tur
tailored ; small,
ban, white collar and cuffs, and boots
quite as correct as the rest of her
attire.
Smiling engagingly at the clerk she
said: "I'm afraid you'll think this the
strangest request that has ever come
to you, but I am very anxious to take
some white rabbits home with me to
my little girls for Easter, and I won
der If by any chance you could tell me
where I can find a rabbit dealer or
hutch near enough for me to get them
before the train leaves for Ardmore?"
The girl at the cigar stand, without
waiting for the clerk to answer, re
plied: "Why, yes, I can tell you,
There's a boy near my borne who has
some beauties, but it's a good ways
close-fittin-

g

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" to be
must be marked with the
safety "Bayer Cross." Then you are
s
getting the true,
Aspirin,
prescribed by physicians for over 18
years.
Always buy an unbroken package of
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" which con

tains proper directions to safely relieve
Colds, Headache, Toothache, Earache,
Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Joint Pains, and Palu generally.
Handy tin boxes of twelve tablets
cost but a few cents. Druggists also
sell larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin
Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
of Monoacetlcacidester of Salicylicacld.

Slight Sympathy.
"You soy you want no government
whatever?" said Mr. Raffcrty.
"None whatever," rejoined Mr.

A Secret.
"Why, yes," snld Miss Pertie Goodwin to her Intimate friend. "Harry
and I are going to have a secret wedding. Not a soul Is going to know of
it till it's over. Haven't you heard?"

genuine

world-famou-

Do-In-

"I hope you get your wish for a minute or two. Then I can handle you any
way I feel like without a chance of
your calling a pollcemnn."

SWAMP-ROO-T
Wants to Know.
The Daughter Mercy, no I I never
wear tills costume on the street. I had
KIDNEY
it made just for gym.
Her Father Jim who?
OLD

GARMENTS NEW
WHEN DIAMOND

Shabby,

Faded,

DYED

Old Apparel
Fresh and Colorful.

Turns

Don't worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether It be wool, silk, linen,
cotton or mixed goods, dresses,
blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
coats, feathers everything I
Direction Book in package tells how
to diamond dye over any color. To
match any material, have dealer show
you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. Adv.

Millions of people In fact about 8 out of
10
cutter more or less from -t-ndlgoitlon,
Nearly every case I
acute or chronic.
caused by
There are other stomach dlaordors which
belchalso are sure signa of
ing, heartburn, bloat after eating, food repeating, aour, gassy stomach.
There are
many ailments which, while they do not
cause much dletresa in the stomach Uaelf,
are, nevertheless,
traceable to an
Among these are nervousnees,
bllioueness, cirrhosis of the liver, rheumatism, Impoverlehed blood, weakness, Insoi
nla, melancholia and a lone train of physical and mental miseries that keep the
victims In miserable health year after year.
The right thing to do Is to attack these
ailments at their source get rid of the
A wonderful modern remedy called
KATONIC now makes It easy to do this.
On of hundreds of thousands of grateful
users of EATON1C writes: "I have been
troubled with Intestinal indigestion for about
nine years and have spent quite a sum for
medicine, but without relief. After using
KATONIC for a few days the gas and pains
in my bowels disappeared.
EATON IC Is just
the remedy I needed."
We have thousands of letters telling of
these marvelous benefits. Try BATON lO and
you, too, will be Just as enttaualaatlo in Its
praise.
Get a big
Your druggist has EATONTC.
too box from him today. He will refund
your money if you are not satisfied.
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If Constipated,
Headachy,

Bilious
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"Cascarete"
Brain foggy? Blue devils got you?
Don't stay sick, bilious, headachy, constipated. Remove the liver and bowel
poison which Is keeping your head
dizzy, your tongue coated, your breath
had and stomach sour. Why not spend
a few cents for a box of Cn scare ts and
enjoy the nicest, gentlest laxative-catharti- c
Casyou ever experienced?
careis never gripe, sicken or Inconvenience one like Salts, Oil, Calomel or
They work while you
harsh Pills.
sleep. Adv.

Stems Type I, Water level Recorder ant Flow Meta
Will record water heights and measure the flow
Price of Recorder $37.50. Write for Particular!
LEUPOLD
YOELPEL & COMPANY
Portland, Oregon.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

14-1- 92.

Strategic Move.
Presence of mind Is a great thing.
A boy enme running to his father with
the news that a man had fallen through
the open coal hole.
"Clap the cover on quick and call the
policeman," said his father. "We must
arrest him for trying to stenl our coal
or he will be suing us for damages."
Boston Transcript.

Naturally.
A Remedy.
"Is electricity really the best me"That automobile poet certainly
A man 13 never quite sure whether writes recklessly."
"Then they ought dium for lighting?"
"Well, that is the current belief."
a woman Is sorry or glad when she to take his poetic license away."
cries.
Eight million feet of lumber are
Hearts are very much alike, and all
The man who Is unable to live with- take lots of patience to make them used annually In the manufacture of
A smile is cooler In summer and
good and happy. Louisa M. Alcott.
clocks.
in his Income must live without it.
warmer in winter than a frown.

Great Saving in Price

uj

You
"Oh, but I couldn't let you.
must have some business of your own
or you would not be here "
"My business takes me to Ardmore
also, so you can go to the station
when the time comes, and I'll be
I
r'muSP
i,
aboard with the game, if It's possible."
Mrs. Dale would have demurred still,
Adding Some Downy Chickens.
but Paul Rochester was losing no time ;
he gave, directions about his baggage,
fair to you I couldn't think of letting
and hastened away.
you take the burden of another man's
True to his word, he was on hand
promptly with the box containing the children it wouldn't be square. You
pets. In fact he was not in the habit have a right to be first in some dear
girl's heart"
of failing in what he undertook to do,
"Listen, Betty. Jack Dale was an
yet he had failed in the competition
with Jack Dale for the hand of pretty honorable man.. What If the children
Betty Dacre, though he had loved her are a great part of the attraction?"
devoutly for years. His business In And he smiled a bit teaslngly at her.
"Oh, In that case, then, you'd have
Ardmore now was to tell her this, and
to
consult them," replied Betty ; "so
seasonwaiting
was
a
for
that he
Just
you might come over and take Easter
able moment to press his suit.
dinner with us and get better acquaint
They had plenty of time on the Jour- ed
with them."
ney to talk over old times and old
"You don't suppose you could make
acqTi'ntances, also time to talk about them believe
that the Easter rabbit
Betty's beautiful little girls, Ruth and brought me dragged
me In? That
Margery, aged five and three, and Paul might predispose
them in my favor.
was a most gratifying listener, asking You seem to be able to lead them to
Interested questions and enjoying the believe almost anything possible in the
recital of childish pranks, till finally line of achievements of what the rab
Mrs. Dale exclaimed: "Why, Paul,
bit can do for good little girls,,"
you encourage me to be perfectly gar"We might think that over," Betty
rulous about my habits, something I've agreed, laughing merrily, "but I'm not
always tried to avoid. I didn't know
going to let you do anything rash,
you would be so Interested In chilPaul." But the way she uttered his
dren."
name and the little tender smile that
gravely,
"Yes, Betty," he returned
she gave him as she wished him goodTve always been fond of children night thrilled him to his heart's core.
and I've often thought that if anything
"Have it your own sweet way,
should happen to you I could take Betty, dearest, but in the morning I
those little girls and devote my life will be over with some colored Easter
to taking care of them."
eggs and I and my kiddles our kidBetty looked at him In astonish- dles will have a real
ment, then she tried to make her reply game f Easter-eg- g
hunting."
"I really don't know
seem casual:
1920, by McClura Newipapr SyndlcaU.)
of any man, Paul, whom I would rather
trust them with than with you ; but of
course, you know, my constant prayer
Is that I may be able to care for them j

acid-stomac-

measure Your Irrigation Water

OR PRICE'S

."

MS 0

GRUMPY?

FOR

There is only one medicine that really
stands out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon thousands of distressing cases,
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases.
It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer
Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

out"

"Let me help out In this!" Inter
rupted a very pleasant voice, and the.
widow turned to meet one pair of
admirlnjr eyes and an outstretched
hand.
"Why Paul!" she exclaimed cor
dially, "did you hear what I asked?"
"Yes, and Til undertake to go hunting for those rabbit skins, with the
rabbits In them, for the Baby Buntings and have them here by train-time-

OH

o nly

25c for

Can

12-o- z.

Scientific methods of producing Dr. Price's Baking Powder with
PURE PHOSPHATE make it possible to sell this excellent and
wholesome baking powder at just about HALF the price charged
when the powder contained Cream of Tartar.
Millions of women know Dr. Price's Baking Powder. The name
has been a household word fpr sixty years. A multitude of women

have never used any other kind.
The desire to reducq the cost of living has kept some women from
using it, although they have often said to themselves: "My, I wish
I could afford Dr. Price's Baking Powder."
Now their wish may be realized.

Here are the Prices :
25c for full weight
15c for full weight
10c for full weight

12-o- z.

6-o-

z.

4-o-

z.

can

can
can

There is no longer any excuse for using a
doubtful baking powder because it is cheap

r. nee s íaking Powder
Not Cheapened With Alum

Leaves No Bitter Taste

Always Wholesome

THE

SPANISH-A-

ERIC AN.

Public Sale

New Cafe

Floerslieim Merc. Co.

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Clean Rooms for rent

Horses, Stallions, Mares
Colts, Fillief
Duroc Jersey Hogs,
We solict your patronage
Tom Baron White Leghorn
Chickens
Harness, Carts, etc.
PEDIGREED
--

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat

Absolutely

REGISTERED HEREFORD
CATTLE
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS

fi

will give one "Little Sister" or
"Elsie Dinsmore" paper doll set

WE

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

this

stuff will sell! Private sale
up to date of public sale.

wanted.
Recleaned SEED FOR SALE Time given if
week.
next
ALSO

v

Classified
Ads

Roy, Apr. 5, '20

J. M. George,

HORSES AND JACKS FOR SALE
3 2000.Percheon Stallions,2 black
one gray, 4 and 5 years old, 2 Mammoth Black Jacks, 15 Yz hands high
Owners Horse measure.
HARTLY & THARNTON,
Clayton, N. Mex.

DENTIST

La Cueva Farm
& Cattle Co.

MILK COWS FOR SALE:
r.nJ
young cows fresh in April. See
RALPH THOMPSON,
Solano, N. Mex.

H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. of

La CUEVA, Nex Mex.

FOR SALE

Bills

FOR SALE: Four Fat
Springer, will be in
dress
next
each.
Spring Rye
2
section
dress
our
visits
girl
who
to every little
for
and Speltz
ROY,
S..
NOTICE
Route
New
Saturday.
After April 1920 my drilling April 19 to
25th business,
Havine
to ouit th rtti
prices shall be $1.25 per foot for
I
am
offering
for sale all of
have
vicinity
to
We want every little girl in this
the first hundred feet with a 25 Call earlyand let us examin
herd
cattle,
ecod
your teeth. NO CHARGE
and
them at
percent raise per foot each
east ef
one of these paper doll sets. If you cannot come dred feet. I hate to raise my FOR CONSULTATION.Hotel ranch
J. HEIMANN,
Kitchelle
Office
at
drilling prices but, the cost of
adand
down town on Saturday, send us your name
labor, materials and supplies has
FARM FOR SALE
make it necessary.
east
we
and
below
appears
which
coupon
Sale
dress on the
F.
and telephone. Priced
Jas. S. Christman 10 Public
6
of Mills, mi E, of
mi
RICHARD
will mail one to you free of charge. Be sure to fill the
Abbott
Ray, N.
Thurs. April 8, '20
Liberty
Percheon Stallion.
coupon out in full and write clearly.
weight over
for sale or
Hops, will
Also
seed.
W.
MORRIS,
Roy,
Mexico.

200 lbs.
Seed,
A.

1,

decided

my
stock.

hun-

of
Come
14 miles

all
see
Roy.

vounir
my

T.

Roy, N. Mex.

1

E

mile
of Roy, well improved, well.
fences, R.
D.
to sell.
REYNOLDS,
Mex.

N-- E.

on- -

Good

To commence at 10 A, M.

1300 lbs.

will

trade for good span of mules. See
him at my farm.
JOE WOODWORD,
2
Roy, N. M, R. "A."

12 Horses & Mules

Remember the School Election
will be held April 5th.
All Black horse 7 yrs wt 1150,
voters are urged to come out,
mare3 & 9 yrs wt 2200, mare
0. D. Canon and family, who 3 yrs wt 900, team draft horses
have been living on the L, A. 10 & 11 yrs wt 2700, span mares
Brown farm, kave moved to wt 1100 each in foal by jack,
Texas to make their permanent mare 3 yrs wt 950, 2 yearling
mare colts, 1 pinto jack.
home,

COUPON
MY NAME
MY AGE

IS

IS

DATE OF MY BIRTHDAY IS
MY ADDRESS

2

IS

-

MY PARENTS NAMES ARE MR, & MRS

wtoo

Spanish-America- n
v

Registered August

27. 1911

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

where the manuiacwry
till extant last century.

In Bucks,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

S.Wipti!

$2.0

T

Three points stand out plainly in
the Republican convention held at Santa Vo lust wwk.
One is that Bursum nominated all
of the delegates to the National Conven tinn and thev were all elected by
nopinmntinn.
Not a dissenting vote,
They knew their masters voice and
ate out of his hand.

that Senator Fall

would
to

"trou-lialre-

BANK
AND

A SUBSTANTIAL
A BIG BANK Is

BANK

THE ROY TRUST
BANK

& SAVINGS

It Aims to be Abreast of the times

and

Still be Conservative.

It has
-

N--

go-dev- il,

N--

E.

Wed. Apr. 14, '20

sharp, the following property:
Keeping Twine.
8 HEAD HORSES
of twine, Span bay horses 8 years, weight 2200,
Instead of making a ball
sorrel horse 8 years weight uuu, i
foil it on uuo
and bay mares 7 and 9 years, weight 1800,
packages
on
come
as
such
Sandios
sorrel mare 6 years, z
tang tm OH uuun..
rolls.
12 HEAD CATTLE
Shorthorn cow 6 years fresh soon,
NOTICE
red cow 3 years, red cow 7 years calf
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: at side, W. F. cow 4 years tresn, pan
lorsov cow 4 vears. part Guernsey
That the annual meeting of the !cow
cow calf at
5 years,
Northeasten
of
stockholders
cows tresn soon,
red
2
side,
New Mexico Oil Company will 3 month old calf.
FARM MACHINERY
beheld at the office of said
3 Vi Studebaker wagon, iron wheel
Mexico
New
Roy,
-.
company in
J
to
fwagon, MCWrmiCK neaur
auuJ urn
6".
on Monday, the 5th day of April Moline lister. Emerson disc gang, 2
14 disc,
1920 at the hour of two o'clock row lister cultivator, Moline
godevil, 72 tooth harrow, shovel and
in the afternoon.
sweep cultivator, 500 cap cream sepDated, this 18th day of arator, 2 5 gallon cans, 20 gallon kettle, rakes, forkes, 3 sets harness, set
March 1920,
chain harness, stock saddle, small sadF. S. Brown,
dle.
General Manager 20 dozen chickens. 12 ton cane and
millet hay if not sold before sale.

not stand for Leonard Wood as
fnr nresident and was left off
the delegation therefor. He knows a
lot more than he is telling publicity
and is playing good politics.
Th third is that Governor Larra
iolo, virtually told them all to go to
Raid he never asked for a nomi
nation and wouldn't, pass him up if
they could get along more peacaDiy
uoithnnt. him. He meant it too.
Larry has been a lot better gover
Revival of the Troubadour.
nor than we had ever nopea ne wouia
troubudpur is Imagined as a
pensions
The
hn Trim m was stronir for
a big lute.
for his political friends but, the other! long haired creature with
word is
of
the
meaning
real
many
the
inings
But
done
has
he
and
are too
one who "finds out" his own songs. In
"
We hope they will nominate Leon- Provencal the word Is spelled
or "trovador." It comes from
ard Wood for President.
the verb trobar troubcr to find.

A HOME

Public Sale

"

matter at the
Entered as Eecond-clas- s
postofrke in Roy, New Mexico

i

Farm Machinery

The First Needle.
wnrp first made in England
1545. The art
.y y H
uainc Tmiin in
Christopher
but
death,
his
at
was lost
.
l&w.
In
it
recovered
Greening
or
Damer, an ancestor of the earls
Grendon,
Dorchester, settled at Long

THE

Milch Cows
Henry Mitchell and wife were
F Dthe Sunday guest of Robert Guernsy 8 yrs, Jersey Shorthorn
4 yrs,
Holmes and family,
3 fat hogs wt 175 each
Mrs. James Christman enter
tained a few friends Sunday in
honor of her husband's birthday, Emerson 3disc gang plow, 12
hole Van Brunt wheat drill,
Hugh Mitchell had quite an Emerson lister, P&O.i
lister, 1
60
week,
last
some
experience
horse wheat drill, Emerson disc
Having rented my farm I will offer
head of his cattle feasted in his gang plow, 5tooth cultivator,
at nublic sale at my farm 8 miles
of Koy, d mites granary one night, and for days
of Mills, 14 miles
set light harness, set light
S. of Palouse school on
Mr. Mitchell had much anxiety
work harness, 6 collars.
over their condition, however he
J. I, Case 1917 model auto in
only lost one animal.
M.
A.
10
o'clock
Sale to commence at
good condition.

HEAVY YOUNG WORK mares
and horses. Also $3000. Perechnn
sallion on any length of time to
suit buyer. See me at once.
L. N. DeWeese, Mosquero, N.M.

Capital $50,000,00
Surplus, 3,000.00

It merits your Confidence and invites your
Business-- , whether you are Depositor or Borrower.

1

U-

1

GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
fi hnle cook stove, heater; 2 rockers,
dresser, washing machine, cabinet,
table, chairs, beds, sewing macninc,
250 pounds ham and bacon, 100 pounds

lard.

TERMS) OF SALE
Months time without interest if
n.irl hfli due. If not paid when due
J to draw 10 per cent interest from date
until paid. I'urcnaser giving oanHuuie
nntfl ,( annroved security. $10. and
under, cash. 10 per cent discount for
cash on sums over 510. wo propeny
to be removed until settled for.'
PAUL WESTPHAL, Uwaer
CcL F. O. White, Auctioneer,
Schultz & Johnson, Clerks.
Bring your own
Lunch at noon.
drinking Cups.
10

Making Sure.
A hostler was sent to the stable to
fcring out a traveler's horse. Not knowing which of the tvo horses In thft
etable belonged to the traveler, he saddled both animals aud brought them
to the door. The traveler pointed out
els own horse, saying, "That's iny
nag." "Certainly, your honor, I know
thut very well, but I didn't know which
was the other gentleman's!"

Venom Even Affects Vegetable.
One authority on snakes has declared that the venom of the ruttlor
Having
will effect even vegetables.
Inoculnteil various varieties with a
point of a lancet, ho found them the
next day withered and (lend, looking
as If they hud been struck by

i

We have had a great deal of
wind this month, but we
tornadoes and
the
losses
experienced by wind in other
states, we feel New Mexico is
not such a bad place after all.

readf

TERMS OF SALE
8 months time without interest if
paid when due. If not paid when due
to draw l'O P cen interest from date
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable note or approved security; $10 and
under cash; 10 per cent discount on
sums over $10. No property t be

until settled for.

Theo Bauler, owner

The regular meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Red
Geo E. Cochrane, auct Mills,
Cross Chapter has been postpon
E. GX, Parks, elk
ed to April 8th 8 P.M. at R,-Free Lunch bring cups
hall. A quorum is necessary.
C.

WANTED
Wanted To Buy: A farm or ranch.
if at a bargain price have nothing
definite in mind as to size or locality
naturally will prefer as near town or
railroad as price and fertility being
equal. Address box 221 Webb City,
Missouri.

I have a fine, Registered "Big-Ben- "
strain, Poland-Chin- a
Boar one year old
which I keep at the head of my herd.
Parties wishing to breed to him will
be accommodated.
pd.
JOE WOODWARD,
Route A.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photos
For farm views see- L. E. Deubler

FINANCIAL
Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.
Phone 3 on 25,

AGENTS WANTED

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Farm Sales a specialty, Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Clerk furnished if desire
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t & take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages

supplies

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
office.
n
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

CANDY BUSINESS. We start
at home, or anywhere;

you,

everything furnished; $30 wkly
experience
and up;
g
unnecessary. .Specialty
Company, 5 South 18th
8tch
St. Philadelphia Penna.
men-wome-

n;

Candy-makin-

FARM TO RENT
320 acre farm well improved
to rent.
FOR SALE:- -1 or 2 horses good
harness, good Sewing Machine.
H. E. NOBLE, Roy, N.M.

Spanish-America-

AUCTIONEER!
Farm Sales a specialty

Courage.

True courage Is u spiritual victory
and cannot be marked with a physical

label. It Is developed Pud strengthened, as Is everything, by exercise. ItB
'tdex is not In squareness of chin, but
In squareness of purpose ; not in firm-le- ss
of Hps, but in fashioning the lips
to speak the truth; not tn depth of
chest, but in depth of soul ; not In
tread, but in walking ur'ightly.
con-Bdo- nt

-- w. s. c.

Co

1.

White

F. O.

Offers the you benefit of bis wide acquantance ' and
years of experience as a successful Salesman.
Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Insurance

Real Estate

Arrange ypur sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-American

Up Against the Real Thing.
Maurice was obstinate, and Robert,
two years his senior, was endeavoring
to make him mind. Finally he marched over to him, and, grasping hlra by
the collar, shook him, and said, "Look
here, young fellow, you haven't got
your father to dea', with this time."

t Doesn't Work Out
People wno ngure out now a small
Income may be made to support a
large family generally know a great
deal more about arithmetic tlino they
do nbou! ,1uxií:. ímUü'e.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of this Interior
U. S: Land Office r.r Clayton, New Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
1920
Mexico, F.' uu. ,
Oflke at Clayton, New Mexico
Mavch 15, 1920
Republication
'
February 20 1920
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Notice is he. .' -.
i that Nicolas
Martinez, of AJI;:, N. M., who on Martinez, of Mosquero, N. M., who,
Notice is hereby given that Fran- Dec. 18, 1914, made II. E. No. 019039 on March 10, 1917, made Additional
cisco Romero, of Albert, New Mexico, for SÍ4 NWU, Sec. 13, S
NE, Homestead Entry, No. 022911, for
whe, on December 26, 1916, made. Section 14, Twp. 20N., Range 28E., NE'A of SW14, EV4 of NWU Section
Homestead entry, No. 023438, for the N M P Meridian, has filed notice of 18 and SE4 of SWA of Section 7,
W
SW4; SEK SWU; SW4 intention to make three years proof Township 17 N., Range 30 E., N. M. P,
SEVi; Section 21, Township 21 N., to establish claim to me land above Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has described, before Register and Receiv to make Final Three Year Proof, to
filed notice of intention te make final er U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before A; A. Wynne, U. S.
three year Proof, to establish claim on the 5th day of April, 1920.
to the land above described, before
Commissioner, at his office n MosClaimant names as witnesses:
W H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner,
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez, quero, N. M., on the Fifth day of May,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, all 1920.
the Ninth day of April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Albert, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Mitchell, of Mosquero, N. MexRegister ico, Augustin Martinez, of Mosquero,
Leandro M. Gallegos, of Roy, New
Mexico, Luis de Herrera, of Albert,
N. M. .Frank Martinez, of Mosquero,
New Mexico, Eduardo Sandoval, of
N. M., Margarito Sandoval, of MosAlbert, New Mexico, David Sandoval,
quero, N. M.
Daily Thought
of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Let ns consider the reason of the
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
case; for nothing is Inw that Is cot
Register. reason. Sir John Powell.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

: NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department tf the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
February 20, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Charle3
W. Farley, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on January 6th, 1917,
made Add'l Homestead Entry, No.
023786, for NW14 NE14, NE4 NWtf
and W
NW, Section 7, Township
18 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on the Ninth day of April,
1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Webb Kidd, Geo. H. Ray, Oscar
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Roy, New
Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE.
Register.
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Why Avery Tractors Lead

Bui ck

The Avery Tractor is different- from other tractors. it has a perfected opposed motor, with
newable inner cylinder walls, gasifiers that turn kerosene into gas, and adjustable crankshaft boxes
,

It has a round radiator, with no fan, belts, pumps, chains. or other such parts...

It has a patented

eliding frame which makes possible the simplest and most efficient belt and drawbar transmission
That is why there are
system built. That is w,hy the Avery design has proved o successful.
Avery tractors which haaue been working in the hands of .owners for many years and are still good
or many more years of .hard work. The words "Avery Tractors" and "Motor Farming Success"'
mean the same thing.

investigate what motor farming with Avery Tractors can do for you. Coma in and
let us talk about the matter and look over the sample tractors we have on our display floor.
You should

LIBERTY GARAGE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Bepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexic
February 20. 1320
Notice is hereby given that Alf onto C. de Baca, of Gallegos, New Mexico, who on August 8, 1916, made
No.
Entry,
Original
Homestead
022793, and on May 8, 1919, made Additional Homestead Entry No. 026249,
ior Lot 1, SE4 of NEÍ4 Section 4;
lots 2, 3; 4, SWÍ4 of NEU, SK of
Section 3; Lot 1 and SEÍ4 of
JiW
of Section 3, Township 17 N-- ,

Range 32 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
fried notice of intention ta make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to .the land above described, before
A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, N. M. on the
ninth day of April, 1920.
Clair&ant names as witnesses:
Encarnación Anaya, of Gallegos,
N. M., Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos,
N,
Juan Luis Baca, of Gallegos,
N. M., Faustin Hernandez, of Galle
gos, N. M.
u
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

on hand

5t

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Druft Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

713 Douglass St.

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

News Stand, DAILY

PAPERS

MAGAZINES

Roy, New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

CONCERN

is hereby given to whom
it may concern that E. H. Hughes, th
undersigned was appointed on the 1st
day of March A. D., 1920, Adminis-tratoof the Estate of Oscar A. Million, deceased, and all persons having claims against the Estate of said
Oscar A. Million, deceased, will prewithin the time pre- N4: Section 14. Township 17 N.. sent the same
E. II. HUGHES,
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has scribed by law,
Administrator,
filed notice of intention to make final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before AVISO A QUIENES CONCIERNA
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at; Aviso es por esta dado a quienes-hioffice at Roy, New Mexico, on 'concierna que E. H. Hughes, el abajo-firmado fue nombrado en este dia 1ro- the Sixth day of May, 1920.
de Marco, A. D- 1920, Administrador
Claimant names as witnesses:
or,
John Davis, John (i. Green, Charles ' de el Estado de Oscar A. Million,
Ollie KishneV, all of David, unto, y todas personas que tengan
,
cuentas encontra de el Estado del dicho
New Mexico.
Oscar A Million difunto, presentaran
PAZ VALVERDE,
7
Register, las mismas dentro del tiempo pres- . H. HUGHES,
'cripto por ley.
Administrador.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION i
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 13, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Earl Department of the Interior, U. S. Land.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mcminimy, of Roy, Mora Co., New
March 15, 1920
Mexico, who, on September 28th, 1916,
Notice is hereby given that Freda
made Homestead Entry, No. 023025,
for SW4
S,i SW14, and NW4 O. Guthmann, of Roy, Mora Co.,. New
SW"4, Section 10, Township 20 N., Mexico, who, on November 22, 1910,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has and May 5th, 1917, made Homestead
filed notice of intention to make Final Entrys No. 023134, and No. 025009.
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim for NEW; Sec. 28, SWK SE, SE
to the land above described, before SW'i, Sec. 22, and JC'i NW', SecF. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, tion 27, Township 19 N., Range 26 E.,
at his office at Rov. New Mexico, onj. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
,of intention to make Proof, to estab- the Eighth day of May, 1920.
claim to ih" land above described,
witDsses:
Claimant names
Frank A. Ro", Melville Floersheim, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commis- W. L. Dunn. Wm. G. Johnson, all of sioner. at his office at Roy, New Mexi- co, on the Sixth day of May, 1920.
Roy, New Mexif"
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
A. Waldo Morris, Edgar Haltermara,
Register.
Oscar Kidd. W. H. Guthman, all of
Roy, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 15, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Vietta
Blubaugh, formerly, Vietta Franklin,
of David, Union Co., New Mexico,
who, on January 11th, 1917, made
Homestead Entry, No. 024005, for

n,

s

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
at Clayton, New Mexico,

-

dif-Pri-

izu

Marcn 10,
Notice is hereby given that Anna
Laumbach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on May 15th 1916, made
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022192,
Sec. 6, and E
for E
Section 7, Township 17 N- - Ranee
,25. E.. N. M. P.' Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at. Roy, New Mexico, on
the Seventh day of May, 1920.

.

NW,

SE,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New MexJ-cAlejandro Maestas, of Roy, New
Mexico, Webb Kidd, of Roy, New
Mexico, P. J. Laumbach, all of Roy,
o,

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

li-- h

Notice

PAZ

R?"i.t"r.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Jepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.

March 17, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardino Cordova, of Mosquero. N. M..
who, on April 26, 1915, made Home
stead Entry, No. 019917, for NH of
Sec. 21, Twp. 17N., Rng 29E
N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in-tention to make Final Three Year
rroof, to establish claim to the land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
R. N. Rogers, W. J. Hale, J. T. above described, before A. A. Wynne,
r
Flowers, W. R. McClane, all of Gal- - jU. S. Commissioner, at his office in.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mosquero, N. M., on the Tenth day
legos, N. Mex.
of May 1920,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Department of the Interior
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New 8
Francisco L. 'Vigil, of Mosquero,
Mexico
N. M., Juan M. Vigil, of Mosquero, N.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that Frank
M., Carlos Montoya, of Mosquero, N.
Aldies, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
M., Salomon Perea, of Mosquero, N.
on Sept 27, 1916, made Addl Home- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
M.
Mexico.
New
Office
Clayton,
at
stead Entry, No. 023183, for EM SE'A
PAZ VALVERDE,
March 17, 1920.
Section 31, Twp. 20N.,
and EM,
Register.
Notice is hereby given that Helen 8 1
Range 25E, N M P Meridian, has filed
New
Mexico,
Gallegos,
of
Keiser,
J.
make
Final
of
intention
10
notice
Three Year Proof, to establish claim who, on September 18, 1916, made
Ranchtr't Lucky Find.
to the land . above described, before Homestead Entry, No. 023111, for
Some yean ago a
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at NEV of Sec.,25, Tp. 17 N., Range rancher was rambling about a distant
his office at Roy, N. M., on the 6th 31 E., and NWÍ4 of Section 30, Town- part of his land when he noticed a
ship 17 N, Range 32 E., N. M. P. piece of rock which glistened In the
day of April, 1920.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten-querClaimant names as witnesses:
tun. Out of curiosity he picked It up
N. M., tion to make Fina Three
Antonio R. Lucero, Andras Ebell,
and took it home with him. Its weight
Leandro Martinez, R. R. Leach, all of Year Proof, to establish claim to the convinced him that It was mineralized
'and above described, before A. A. rock and he took It to a specialist, who
Roy, N. M.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his found
PAZ VALVERDE,
It to be almost nure silver. Since
Register office in Mosquero, N.- Méx., on he then that ranch has yielded between
Eleventh day of May, 1920.
50,000,000 and 00,000,000 ounces of
Claimant names as witnesses:
"
Clock Dial.
N.ew
Joe F. Keiser, of Gallegos,
s,
A patent nfls been granted for ade-vlc-e Mexico, Lewie C. Anderson, of
New Mexico, Walter K. Cooke,
featured by a sort of
clock dial to indicate the day of the Df Gallegos, New Mexico, Joseph S.
Dally Thought
week. d:iy of the month aiHl hour when Baker, of Gallegos, New Mexico.
Fame Is the perfume of heroic deed
PAZ VALVERDE,
n iiism iihseut from h'.s ofiice v!

Claimant names as witnesses:
A. I. Burleson, Webb Kidd, Geo.
H. Ray, Oscar Kidd, all of Roy, N.M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
3 ?ii"::tu.,

4--

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, January 28. 1920
Notice is hereby given that James
G. Cambrel, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on Jan. 9, 1916, made Homestead
Entry No. 023119, SV6 SE, Section
25, Twp. 20N., Rng. 27E., N. M. P
M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
NOTICE

Claimant names as witnesses:
F. N. Coldiron, W. T. Coldiron, Pat
Ledoux, A. S. Iloskins, al lof Roy,
New Mexico.

i

on

5--

NE,

4--

5--

French-CanadUi-

o,

-

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

Three-Hande-

d

Gal-'ego-

A

V

COMPLETE

UNE OF

Cigars and ToVscco

Articles.

VALVERDE.

'

Commissioner at his office at Roy,
N. M., on the 6th day of April, 1920.

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

Claimant names as witnesses:
Dan Laumbach, Alejandro Maestas.
Webb Kidd. P. J. Laumbach, all of

New Mex.N?

E. Las Vegas,

NW;

,

Ice Cream Parlor

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

March 15, 1920
is hereby given that Mary
E. Belarde, of Albert, New Mexito,
Department of the Interior
XJ. S. Land Office at Clayton,
New who, on Dec. 15, 1917. ma Je Home'
stead Application, No. 022736, for E
Mexico, January 28, 1920
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
WV4 NEW, Section 8, Town
Notice is hereby given that Rudolph
Office at Clayton. New Mexico.
M.
29
ship
N.
Range
E.,
20
N.,
P.
C. Grunic of Rov. Mora Co.. N. M..
March 17, 1920.
wh on January 6, 1917.. made Add'l meridian, ñas mea nouce 01 ínienuon
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
Homestead Entry No. .023787, for i "jaKe 1 oree year nnai rrooi, 10 es- - R. Wright,
of Gallegos N. M., who,
tablish claim to the land above de
8, 191P, mads Enlarged Homeon
June
U.
W.
Willcox,
S.
scribed,
H.
before
NEVi, Section 8, Twp. 18N., Range
No. 022?03, for N. H, Section
25E N, M. P. Meridian, ha filed no Commissioner, at his office at Roy, stead,
tice of intention to make Final Three New Mexico., on the Fifth day of 33, Township 17, Range 81, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Year Proof to establish claim to the May, 1920.
tion to make Three Year Proof, to es
Claimant names as witnesses:
land above described, before F, H,
Simon Belarde, Gabriel S. Vigil, tablish claim to the land above de
Foster, U. S, Commissioner at hi of
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner
fice at Roy, N. M., on the 7th day of Juan P. Arguello, Thomas E. Mitchell
A.
A. Wynne, at Mosquero, N. Méx.,
New
Mexico.
all
Albert,
of
April, 1920.
the 11, day of May, 1920.
PAZ VALVERDE,
FOR PUBLICATION

A

1920, Model"K"s

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE

.

We have the

March 15, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Mary
C. Laumbach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on May 15th, 1916, made
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022191,
E
for SEi4
SEÍ4, SWÍ4
SEU, Section 30, Township 18 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy. New Mexico, on
the Seventh day of May, 1920.

SW,

s,

Will Build Them

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
re-'lffi- ce

Well-Casing-

are built

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,

40-8-

s,

s,

BETTER Gars

When

NOTICE

There's a Tractor in the Avery Line that is just the size you need. Avery Tractors are buil in
six sizes. The little 0 H. P. Avery Tractor that makes motor farming a success even on ten acre
H. P. to 0 H. P. There is
Then there are five (larger sizes of Avery Tractors from
. farms.
no farm too big and none loo small for an Avery Tractor,

Wind-MillStock-Tank-

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

Register.

a.liitMtfl, ftluf fitfil)ft ntftc.
U1é1M1jíW1ííM
rorrvlioüer.

6

$

AutqOils;

NE,

A

ewe

Self-Oilin-

March 15, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Trinidad
McGralh, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on August 18, 1916, made
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022555,
for Lots 1, and 2, Section 18, Township 20 N., Range 28 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described,' before F. H. Foster, U. S,
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the Seventh day of
May, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. H. Warner, Filcx Sandaval, Simon Belarde, Miguel A. Baca, all of
Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

1

OLIVER

WINONA FARM WAUONS,
Pumps,
Pumpingng Engines, Deep-We- ll

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

rutrtui

Carload of Farm Im- a plements, OLIVER,
UMLtOUP, horse
and tractor Plows &
tandem Disc Harrows

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Zoologist's Paradise:
Messina, Sicily, Is known as the
Unusual fa
paradise of íooIoríbIs.
cilities are offered there for tie study
of the deep se;i fnutisi.

tliiee-hande-

d

4--

3

C- -l

Register.

Socraits.

n

THF

has no

FOREIGN
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OF FRESH NEWS

PAIN Ü017
What Lydia E. Pinkham't
Vegetable Compound Did
for Mrs. Warner
Onalaska, Wis. "Every month I had
euch pains in my back and lower part of
'
''
stomach i could not
I

THE

LATI ST

PATCHES

IMPORTANT

Oil

PUT INTO SHORT,

CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

I

suf-

STORY

OF

THE

WEEK

fered bo it seemed
as though I would
die, and I was not
regular either. I SHOWING THE PROGRESS OF
suffered for a year
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
and was unfit to do

my housework,

could

dishes

FOREIGN LANDS.'

only wash
once in a

I read an
advertisement of
whatLvdiaE. Pink- ham's Vegetable Compound had done
for other women and decided to try it
It surely did wonders for me. I have
no pains now and I can do my housework without any trouble at all. I
will always praise your medicine as I
do not believe there is a doctor that can
do as much good in female weakness,
and you may use these facts as a testimonial." Mrs. Lester E. Warner,
R. 1, Box 69, Onalaska, Wis.
The reason women write such letters
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
and tell their friends how they are
helped is that Lydia E. Pinknam'a
Vegetable Compound has brought health
and happiness into their lives. Freed
from their illness they want to pass the
good news along to other suffering
women that they also may be relieved.
while.

Western Newpaper Union Newi Service.

WESTERN
The safe of the First National Bank
Neb., twenty miles
Greenwood,
northeast of Lincoln, was blown open
of

and robbed of ?104,30O In Liberty
bonds and $300 In cash by yeggmcn.
M. E. PIttnian surrendered himself
to the county Jull at Fresno, telling
the sheriff he was wanted for the
murder of A. Nicholson, a Fresno
building contractor.
James Ayres and Charles Off, for
mer world war veterans, were drowned
In the Mississippi
river at Keokuk,
Iowa, when the canoe In which they
were riding turned over In a severe
wind storm.
Four persons, Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
Parr and their two sons, Harold, 14,
and Earl, 4, were killed when their
The Pianist
"This pianist Is charging me enough home at Bingham, Utah, was destroyed
for a little music. I wonder how he by a siiowslide. All the bodies have
been recovered.
figures It by the note?"
"Dunno. He's making a fearful rackThe special session of the Washing
ton Legislature came to an end at
et"
"I'll say he Is. Probably he charges Olympla after the Senate reluctantly
by the pound." Judge.
agreed to accept the referendum pro
vision of the soldiers' bonus bill. The
referendum puts the measure up to a
LIFT OFF CORNS!
vote of the people In November.
The Nebraska Constitutional Con
vention fixed September 21st as the
Doesn't hurt at all and costs only
date for a special election at which
voters are to ratify or reject the proa few centj
posed new constitution. The question
of electing Supreme Court Judges by
districts will be on a separate ballot.
More Than two million sheep and cat
tle will graze on the national forest
ranges of the Rocky Mountain region
this summer. These stock will turn
off a gross revenue In beef and mutton
to their owners next fall of over
according to estimates of Forest Service officials.
A signed statement that he has evidence that Ambrose Bierce, noted sat
irist, who disappeared In 1015, was put
to death by a Villista firing squad near
the village of Icamoll, on the. trail to
Monterey, was made In the San Fran
cisco Bulletin by James II. Wllklns, a
special writer, who has returned from
Mexico, in a search for evidence regarding Bierce's fate.

1

WASHINGTON

Magic I Just drop a little Freezoni
on that touchy corn, instantly it stops
aching, then you lift the corn off with
the fingers I Truly I No humbug
Try Freezonel Your druggist sells
a tiny bottle for a few cents, sufficient
to rid your feet of every hard corn
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
and calluses, without one particle ol
1

pain, soreness or Irritation. Freezoni
Is the discovery of a noted Cincinnati
genius.

Adv.

The Fitting Material.
"Did you see where natives in Aus
tralia are tearing down telegraph wires
to make bracelets, enrlngs and rings?"
"I suppose they thought electric wiring the best material for current
ions."

fash-

Suit
Relief
6

Bell-an-s

Hot

water

Sure Relief

.E LL-AJZJ FOR

WS

INDIGESTION

DONT
DESPAIR
If you are troubled with pains or

aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage ot urine, you will find relief in

GOLD MEDAL

The world's atandard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubUa and
National Remedy of Holland since) 1696.
Guaranteed,
Three sizes, all druggists.
leok for the nunc Gold Maoal ea ever? bos
ad tempe aw heieatioai

A

Pad Cough
to

eenoua tremble.
if neglected, often leads
Safeguard your health, relieve your diitreta
and too the your irritated throat by taking

u.

Under a heavy police guard hundreds of workmen from the villages
took the places of striking dockers at
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. A number of ships were loaded after a six
weeks' tleup.
Germany Is threatened with a serious food shortage, especially In Berlin and the larger cities, unless Immediate measures are taken to restore the
country's demoralized traffic, according to
advices at London.
Cn mi (11 fin
men want a
bonus from the government ranging
from a minimum of $1,000 to a maximum of $2,500, according to resolutions
adopted at the annual convention of
the Great War Veterans' Association of
Canada.
The police barracks at Gortatlea,
seven miles southeast of Trales In
County Kerry, province of Munster,
were blown up and destroyed by fire.
Three policemen were- - seriously Injured, but there were no civilian casualties.
More than 1,000 Cojnmunlsts were
killed in violent fighting between Ehert
troops and the Reds in the regions of
Wesel, Gotha and Hennersdorf, according to dispatches. Fighting between Belgian troops and the German
reds was reported In the Dulsberg district.
The Rev. L. W. B. Jackmon, an

MANY DEAD

'Ü

It TORNADOES
WINDS

HIGH

HOUSES

DEMOLISH
IN

i

MANY

ELGIN AND

OTHER CITIES.

.

The Senate has confirmed the nom
lnatlon of Bainbrldge Colby as secre
tary of state.
The Interstate Commerce Commis
sion has granted the Pullman Com
pany permission to file a petition for
an increase of 20 per cent In Pullman
car rates.
An Immediate Investigation of the
high price of gasoline and other oils
by the Federal Trade Commission Is
provided In a resolution favorably re
ported by the House Judiciary Com
mittee.
An official estimate by the State
Department placed the number of
Americans In Germany at about 8,000,
of whom approximately 400 are women. All American travelers In Berlin,
It was said, were given ample oppor
tunity to leave on special cars provided after the recent revolutionary
outbreak, but many failed to leave, as
they felt they were safe.
With a view to protecting the nation's gold reserve from depletion,
Representative McFadden, Republican,
ot Pennsylvania, has Introduced a bill
proposing an excise tax of $10 an
ounce on gold used for Jewelry and
other manufacturing, the tax to be
paid to producers for new production.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that It has received acceptances from more than
500 railroad corporations declaring
their Intention to operate under the
guarantee provisions of the transportation act. Fewer than a dozen lines
have thus far refused the Income
guarantee, and many of these, officials said, were small corporations.
Secretary Houston awarded the contract for construction of Broadview
hospital, Cook county, Illinois, a project bitterly fought over In Congress,
to the Shank Company, Chicago, for
$3,000,000, or $400,000 below the limit
of cost. Under the contract the government becomes owner of the entire
project, covering 320 acres and an uncompleted
main hospital building,
which was started by Edward Hines.
Work must be completed by July 15.
of the fuel oil
Less than
requirements of the navy on the Pacific coast for the next fiscal year
were covered In bids opened by the
Navy Department.
Against requests
for 4,5000,000 barrels, the department
received but one bid of 602,000 barrels
from the Standard Oil Company of
California.
The House bill authorizing the
United States Grain Corporation to sell
5,000,000 barrels of soft wheat flour
In Europe on credit as a relief measure has been passed by the Senate
without opposition.
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FORCE
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111

ON

LAKE MICHIGAN AFTER
DAMAGE.

int

:

Weitern Newapaper Union Newa Servio.
Chicago, March 29. Tornadoes thai
struck In half a dozen states caused a
death list that may pass 100, caused

property damage reaching many million dollars and played havoc with
wire and railway service in widespread areas.
The greatest damage was done In
Chicago suburbs and Elgin, 111., where
the known death list was twenty-threand a number of other persons were
missing.

Atlanta reported that the death list
and Alabama was at least
Apparently there were
at the northeast frontier post of Sad-ly- thlrty-slx- .
one driving
storms,
distinct
three
Asam, has been sentenced to two
and dying
Into
Illinois
northeastward
years' Imprisonment Domestic reasons were said to have been responsi- out on the shores of Lake Michigan,
just north of Chicago ; one striking In
ble for the tragedy.
Alabama, and another
The Spartacan movement In the Georgia and
through
Indiana and passing
sweeping
Rhine provinces has long been organ
Michigan.
and
Ohio
into
ized, with the
of Russian
aid and the offensive against Poland,
Chicago. Sixty persons are known
with the joint object that Trotzky,
to have been killed, 200 seriously InRussian Bolshevik minister of war,
property worth millions dewould he at the gates of Berlin at the jured and
by
stroyed
a gale, amounting In places
beginning of July, according to a
to a tornado, which swept In from the
Munster dispatch to the Courant.
and west and lost Its force
Strikers In Canada for the fiscal lorthwest
Elgin, 111., appears to
In the lake.
year ending March 31, 1919, caused nn
been the worst sufferer. The torhave
estimated loss of 703,341 working days,
mowed down a path two blocks
compared with 1,134,970 days lost dur nado
two churches, twening the previous year, according to the wide, demolishing
several buslnesa
ty
and
residences
report of the minister of labor, made
to be dead,
known
are
Eight
houses.
public. There were 186 strikes In
but this number will probably be in1918-1of which forty-on- e
of
were
creased, when the ruins are explored.
less than three days' duration.
Property damage in Elgin will exceed
Six members
of a bandit gang, $4,000,000.
which is said to have raided the Los
The congregation at the First ConTorres mine In the southeastern part gregational church had Just been disof Sonora, near the Chihuahua state missed when the storm struck the ediline, during the latter part of Febru fice and demolished It People were
ary, have been captured, and, accord
hurled Into the basement, with debris
ing to the military officials, executed
piling on top of them.
near the scene of thee rime by a troop
Aside from the dead, fifty persons
of Mexican cavalrymen from a lower were very seriously Injured. In the
Chihuahua garrison.
collapse of a theater two of the actors
Moslem priests at Cairo, In the at- were buried In the ruins and their bodtempt to adapt their religion to mod ies recovered later.
em conditions, are find new InterpreCommunication was had for a few
tations of the Koran to show that the seconds with Aurora, which reported
restriction of Mohammedan women twelve dead, two scores badly injured
was not at all the Intention of the
and several missing. Property loss In
prophet. Great stress Is being laid that city Is very heavy. The solitary
upon the liberty of Moslem women In
wire out of that city was lost before
the days of Mohammed and the sue details could be obtained.
ceedlng religious chiefs, to prove that
Elcin reports that the city of Belvi- misinterpretation and misapplication
tlere was badly smashed by the torna
of the Koran has resulted In the pres do and estimates the dead there at six,
ent-dabeliefs.
perhaps many more.
GENERAL
Wilmette reports two dead. This Is
Three bandits, with a show of po one of the fashionable north side resiliteness, held up a clothing shop In dence suburbs of Chicago.
persons are missing at
Twenty-sevePhiladelphia, bound and gagged four
men and a girl, gathered together Melrose Park, where seven are reportnearly $400, four watches and some ed dead.
clothing, and escaped. They refused
Fire broke out In buildings that were
to take the money of a girl customer, blown down, but help was summoned
saying they would not rob a lady.
from nearby towns and numerous fires
That the boxing game Is a big suc- were subdued before great damage was
cess In the state of New Jersey Is done.
clearly shown In the report Just fure
Gun.
France Hat
nished by the commission to the state
Maze, a French
Delamare
Paris.
officials. It shows that since the orInventor, has sold to the French govganizing of the commission on April
ernment
the patent of a new
I), 1918, to March 1, 1920, the commisgun which after thorough tests,
sion has turned Into the state treasury
shown it has a range of from 100
$97,934.95.
It Is expected thnt the has
to 120 miles. The shell leaves the
state will get an additional $40,000 by
muzzle of this gun at a speed of apJune 30.
proximately 4,178 feet per second.
Lewis Gompers, brother of Samuel
Goinpers, the labor leader, Is dead aftDry Leaden Still Claim Ohio.
er a long Illness at his home In BrookDry leaders preOhio.
Columbus,
lyn. Mr. Gompers was president of
In the recount of votes
victory
dicted
the Retail Tobacco Dealers' Associacast In the state prohibition referen
tion.
wet minority
Joe Steelier, world champion heavy- dum. With the original
weight wrestler, disposed of Mort Hen- of 479 cut to 159, and with further rederson In two straight falls ut New ductions predicted by the drys through
York In thirty-seve- n
minutes and fifty alleged errors, prohibition forces exseconds and fourteen minutes, re- pressed the belief that a majority of
spectively..
a few votes for the drys finally would
A resolution to strike from the book lie recorded. Dry leaders said they
forces next
of discipline of the Methodist church expected
week would demand recount of balthat section known as the "blue "law"
lots in precincts where the wets claim
or amusement ban, which forbids errors.
Methodists attending dances, theaters
and horse races, was adopted at the
Big Coal Bed on Surface.
Newark Methodist Conference at NewMan. Bituminous coal
Winnipeg,
ark, N. J.
deposits totaling nearly 30,000,000 tons
More than 67 per cent of Chicago's
and lying within three feet of the
total population, based on unofficial
earth's surface, so that It may be loadarid Incomplete census figures, Is comed on cars as cheaply as gravel cap
posed of foreign citizens. Of the estibe loaded In a ballast pit, have been
mated total of 2,884,827, 14 per cent located near Jasper Fark In Canada,
are Germans, the count of that na- according to George E.- McDonald,
tionality being given as 403,785. Ap- general manager of the Pacific Great
proximately 940,452 native white Amer- Eastern railway, who was recently In
icans ore Clilcagoans.
the prairie provinces.
William H. Meyer, director of the
y
Department of the New York Bolshevikl Register Working People.
Postgraduate Medical School and Hosof Russia'i
Moscow. Mobilization
pital, has announced discovery of a working forces Is proceeding with
new method of treating cancer by x- - glfint strides, it is announced here.
ray which resulted In fifty consecutive Newspapers are filled with reports oi
cures of superficial cases In the lust the activities of the working army on
four years. He says his success was Russian and Siberiun rallrond system!
due to determining the. "correct dosand In the mining districts of the
age."
.
Urals. Regular mobilization is taking
The town of Collins, In St. Clair place, especially In the Caucasus and
American medical missionary, who recently shot and killed MaJ. H. D. Cloete
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For rosy cheefe.
happy smiles white

and digestions
Its benefits are ss GREAT

In Georgia

as its cost is SMALL!

a,

It satisfies the desire for

hi

sweets, and is beneficial, too.

Sealed Tight

Kept Right
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120-Mil-
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county, Mo., was almost completely destroyed by fire. Fifteen homes were
said to have been razed. Only two
store buildings were left standing.

Ural regions, all males between the
nges of 10 and 50 and all females between 16 and 45 being compelled t
register for work,
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The Sight Way
In all casea of

DISTEMPER, PINKEYE
INFLUENZA. COLDS, ETC.
of all horses, brood marea, colta
and stallions is to

"SPGIIN THEM"
on the tongue or In the feed with

SPOKS'S C1STEKPEB

QQMP0UX3

Give the remedy to all ot them. It acta
on the blood and glands. It routs the
disease by expelling; the germs.
It
wards oft the trouble, no matter how
they are "exposed." A few drops a day
exposed from
firevent those Contains
nothing Injurious. Sold by druggists, harness deal0 cents
ers or by the manufacturers.
and $1.1S per bottle. AGENTS

8POHN MEDICAL COMPANY, GOSHEN, IND.
His Way.

"When your clothes become so old
and shabby that you are ashamed to
wear them any longer," asked the Salvation Army solicitor, "what do you do
with them?"
"Wear them 1" grimly replied Hostet-te-r
Smith. Kansas City Star.
Catarrh

$100 Reward, $100
Is a local disease greatly

Influ-

enced by constitutional conditions. It
therefore requires constitutional treatment HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINA
Is taken internally and acts through th,
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
destroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by improving
the general health and assists nature in
doing ita work. tlOO.OO for anv raa nf
Catarrh
that
HALL'S
CATARRH
MEDICINE- falla to cure.
Druggiata 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Mending China.
Broken china after mending should
be allowed to "set" In a box of sawdust. Place In any desired position
and Its own weight will hold the piece
steady until the cement hardens.

Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cuticura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment In five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
Is wonderful sometimes what Cuticura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
Itching and red rough hands. Adv.
The Human Touch Lacking.
A way Is said to have been found
for washing linen by electricity. In
future patrons will have to tear the
buttonholes themselves. Punch, London.

Baby's Dire Peril.
Mother and little Kathryn were up
stairs when they heard little sister
fall off the couch." Kathryn said : "Oh,
mother,; If that baby doesn't stop falling she's going to ruin herself."
A tree or two and a few shrubs
about a house make a great difference
In Its appearance either winter or
summer.

FIND THE CAUSE!

It isn't right to drag along feeling
miserable half sick. Find out what is
making you feel so badly and try to
correct it. Perhaps your kidneys are
causing that throbbing backache or
those sharp, stabbing pains. You may
l

...

aches,

:

l

.

i

i

dizzy spells and irregular

kid-- 1

ney action. Use Doon'g Kidney Pilla,
I hey have helped thousands of ailing
folks. Ask your neighbor!

A Colorado Case
Mrs. Dasle Bromley,
114
Twelfth
St., Greeley Colo.,

says: "I had a
steady.
miserable
ache in my back
and dragged along
day after day feeling tired and discouraged.
I had
spells of dizziness
and felt weak and
confused for hours.
My kidneys were
weak and caused me
a great deal of dls- trftaa.
Mv hanria
and feet swelled and my body became
bloated. Doan's Kidney Pills were
recommended and I tried them. I
soon felt as well as ever."
Cat Doaa'e at Any Store, 60e a Bog

DOAN'S AYmV

FOSTER M1LBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. V.

The Itching and Sting
or Blazing, Fiery Eczema

Seem Like the Skin Is on Fire.

There is a harassing: discomfort
caused by Eczema that becomes
a torture. - The itching is almost
unbearable, and tne skin seems
on fire with the burning irritation. A cure from local applications of salves and ointments is impossible, because such treatment
can only allay the pain temporarily. The disease can only be
reached by going deep down to its
'
source.

The source of Eczema is in the
blood, the disease being caused by
an infection which breaks out
through the skin.' That is why the

most satisfactory treatment for all
skin diseases is S. S. S.,
for this remedy so thoroughly
cleanses the blood that no impurities can remain. Get a bottle today, and you will see results from
the right treatment Write for
advice. Address Medical Director,
110 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Go.
ea
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Approach- -

Southwest

Ottawa, Kan.: "When I reached mid
(Ce life I was very nervous and almost
prostrated. I saw
l)r. Pieroe's Favor
itfl Prescription and
Golden Medical pis- -

(,
HV

s

i

!i and decided to try
W them. I took six
bottles of the 'Favor.
Ite Prescription' first.
lurinE the first week
Jk
the treatment I
ed weaker but I
was advised bv a
, .neighbor to Veep on

C

?v

News

SLimmSSSSSMMMSSSSBt

This Judga Has Need of Alt of Solomon's Wisdom

New Mexico
and Arizona
Western Newspaper Union News

KILL THE COLD AT
ONCB WITH

ago.

in

I

For Women Before or

After Ootbrtsod
.'Kansas City! Kana.: "After mother,
bood I had feminine weakness. I became

very nervous and all run down in health.
I took Dr. Pieroe's Favorite Prescription
and it cured me. I was soon enjoying the
best of health. It proved so good in my case
that I do not hesitate to recommend it as a
splendid medicine for women."
MB3.
KATE BUNGLER, 1869 Brighton St.

woman, when a
When a girl becomes
mother, when a woman
woman becomes
passes through the changes of middle life;
are the three periods of life when health and
strength are most needed to withstand the
pain and distress often caused by severs
organic disturbances.
At these critical times women are best
fortified by the use of Dr. Pieroe's Favorite
Prescription an old remedy of proved worth.
Get Dr. Pieroe's Favorite Prescription
today, either in liquid or tablet form or send
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Búllalo, N. Y J
10c for large trial package.

Practicing Law.
The Yegg Well, you got me, oil
right, mister. I B'pose you're going to
turn me over to the bulls. '
The Eminent Counselor Certainly
not. In thnt case I'd get only a witness
fee of a dollar. I'm going to be your
attorney. My retaining fee will be this
roll of bills I found In your vest Good
night
Fresh, tweet, white, dainty clothes
for baby, If you use Bed Cross Bag
Blue. Never streaks or Injures them.
All good grocers sell It, 5c a package.
Not the Real Thing.
"What are you crying for, my little
jinn?" "I ain't crying; this Is Just a
rehearsal."
absent-minde-

man seldom for.

d

rets his troubles.

ad

CCLTS breed

Sprcd

x

icii mm

INFLUENZA

CASGAKAfrPQUIHIN

Miser Defies

to

Last Gasp

asj

tu (vr'"

-

For years Seaman went to bed at dark to save a light bill. He saved
coal by staying In bed on cold days. He roomed at a farmhouse and got his
room for 50 cents a month because It had neither heat, light nor water.
Some years ago when he wanted to go to Denver on business, he walked
s
for his shoes. He borthe entire 600 miles, carrying two pairs of
rowed a hammer and some tacks along the way and made his own repairs.

Marriage Licenses Give Out; 15 Marriages Upset

the state during February of eight
mountain lions, three wolves, fifty-fiv- e

coyotes, eighteen wildcats, thirty-twfoxes and five animals of various other kinds, according to M. E. Musgrave
of the United States biological survey,
under whose direction the work Is conducted.
Failure of most contests filed
against homestead applications In the
Phoenix land office was Indicated by
o

No announcement of increases In the H. C. L. line can possibly
DENVER.
of the consternation that resulted the other morning when
some fifteen couples were informed by the clerk of the marriage license bureau: "No marriage licenses today.
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For Over
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

BE BONES

at

COMPASJY,

N(W

VOMK

OF HEROES! WIND CAVE NATURAL

Uncertainty as to Human Relics
cently Found Near the Famous
Alamo

TMI CiajTAUH

Re-

San Antonio.

CITY.

MARVEL

South Dakota Able to Boast of One
of the Greatest Curiosities
' In the World.

McAdoo-for-preslde- nt

the publication of figures taken from
land office records showing that of
134 contests filed in the past six
m
months, 90 per cent of the decisions
At AllDrmi Stm
Less
were In favor of the entrymen.
We're all out"
2 per cent of these decisions
"But I've got to have a license, than
were overruled on being carried to
protested one of the applicants. "The
Washington, the figures showed.
girl is waiting for me at the minister's.
Development work that promises reWe jwere going right from the ceresults of the greatest Importance is now
mony to the station."
Henry L. Doud, marriage license In progress In the Nighthawk mine
clerk, agreed that the situation wat near Don Luis, Ariz. The recent provunfortunate. "But we haven't a li- ing of the Boras property, adjoining
cense in the place," he repeated, the Nighthawk, by drifting Into the ore
level has brought
been ordered from the print- body on the
"They've
complexion,
Want a clear, healthy
In
end of the disthat
properties
the
1,
but the short
er's since December
regular bowels, and a
perfect working liver?
age of paper and the flu have delayed their delivery. Can't you marry the trict to the forefront as strongly indicating the development of some more
girl at your first stop?" he suggested hopefully.
"Not on your life. Her mother won't let us start until she sees ns safely big producers In the Warren district. ,
CARTER'S
J
Deposits on the banks of Arizona
married," was the response. "Say, how long does it take to get to Littleton by
Increased $18,340,790.02 in the twelve
taxi!"
ale and easy 4 I
The next applicant was accompanied by the blushing girl of his choice. months preceding February 28, 1920;
artlnv rem. is
He seemed to labor under the Impression that the marriage license shortage according to figures made public from
edy. For headache, dizziness, upeet was an attempt to raise the price of the commodity.
the office of Jesse I. Boyce, state bank
stomach and despondency, tney nave
was told that the comptroller.
He
demanded.
cost?"
he
does
license
a
much
"How
coequal Purely vegetable.
price was $2.50. "All right I'll give you $5 $10 I'll pay anything
The Ray Boston Copper Company
Snail Pin Small Dose Small Frica regular
desperate."
ask
you
I'm
recommenced the operation of Its
has
E3. CASTER'S IKON PILLS, Nature's
;
property, located near
One young woman who accompanied her swain to the counter Insisted Kelvin-Sultan- a
great nerve and blood tonic for
looked, Kelvin, Ariz. The original
a
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness, that their failure to obtain a permit to wed was a "bad omen," and it
company shipped a. large tonnage
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness. when they left as If the" man would have a hard time convincing her to the
contrary.
of high grade copper ore from the uptaaalM siaif Hal tiaaatv
per level and constructed a first-clas- s
mill. The present operating company,
Famous Lost "Gold Mine of Idaho Reported Found It Is said, Intends to carry on an extensive exploration of the lower levels
IS IDEAL
The "lost" gold mine of the upper Salmon river district of by diamond drilling.
SPOKANE. been rediscovered, according to a report reaching here. For
Officers of the Santa Fé Post of
many years two "prospectors named Hughes and Swan went every spring or the American Legion have signed the
contract to bring to Santa Fé, the
a mysterious journey into the hills
Saap 25c, Oiataeat 25 and 50c, Talco 2St.
liernardl Greater Carnival shows, and
of central Idaho, and every fall regold.
this carnival will be In Santa Fé for
Hematltchln A Plcotlng Attachment, worka turned with quantities of raw
the week of April 19th to 24th. The
on all aewlntr machines, li.RO; full instrucsucceeded, moreover, in eluding
They
tion J. F. Light, Box 117, Birmingham. Ala.
Bernard! shows will be the largest
pursuit upon their journeys.
)
carnival ever seen In Santa Fé,
Then one fall Hughes fell sick, MIME
minovce hr Dr. Wi
FRECKLES
having played In Los Angeles, San
Swan, his partner, left alone next
a7S aucaJtaa awaua. CMeaa. and
Diego, Tucson and El Paso on the way
spring on the annual pilgrimage.
Albuquerque and Santa
to Denver
"J. Coleman, Again he eluded pursuit. On his rePaUDt l.awjor,WMUiuguin,
PATENTS Watson
I), o. AdTloeand book tree.
Fé will be the smallest towns the carJourney he was waylaid, murderturn
BatMraaaonaMa, Blsbeatretenooea. üeatwnloea.
nival company will make on their way
ed and robbed of the fruits of his sumfrom the Coast to the East.
toll.
mer's
PAKKEIt'S
Hughes,
F. L. Howard, El Dorado, is to be
jealously
guarding
the
IIAIR BALSAM
secret of the hidden wealth against the day when he should recover his health, the contractor who will put down the
Kaatoraa Color and
"
veil for II. J. Close, Harry Wright
died In poverty In this city.
, "i Saaut to Gray and Faded Hair
golden
and.
secret
died,
Shortly
others In what is known as the
give
however,
before
he
to
he
his
endeavored
1
T.
W
SZ 'jHfiroi Chprn.
lt. Ptf hogne, 9
Pool," In New Mexico, a 20,000-ncr- e
"Hope
With
Spokane
C.
policeman
Roff,
him.
a
who
H.
to
former
befriended
had
H I N Ü E 6 CO 14 M S Bemorea Ckrnia,to C.I-- !
The tentative contract
tract.
could
map
a
crude
falling
as
strength
nearly
he
as
location,
he
drew
Its
of
comfort
ensures
his
tha
louses, eu stops all pain,
tmt, makra aikina emir. 16o. by mall or at Irng.
nils for Hie beginning of operations
remember It
atau. iiuraua CiMuuicai Woru. PaUovu. M. I.
Practically every summer since then Roff has spent In a fruitless search, In ninety days.
After less than, two hours' dellbera-lon- ,
for the lost mine. For twenty years he has continued his quest.
a Jury In the Superior Court at
The mine has been located, according to a report from Lewlstown, Idaho,
by two Jensen brothers of that city. It Is declared to be a tributary canon 'resrott, Ariz., returned a verdict of
a
cqu'ttnl In the ense of William Parkaa
of Ramsey creek in the upper Salmon river district of central Idaho.
KaVV.iiiúJÍ
The ledge proper is declared to be from four to six feet wide, with a rich er, charged with murder In connection
'th the killing of James McNeeley on
streak of quartz, in which the gold Is easily visible to the naked eye, four to
-tober 20th last.
width.
In
inches
l
riocinijr six
Clean
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Standard cold remedy tot 29 year!
tablet form ule, sure, no
mi
epiatet breaks up a cold in 24
ooure relieves grip in a om.
Money Daca u It taua. in
genuine box nas a Ke
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picture,
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For Infants and Children.

Pvlos.

The American Legion at AlbuquerYORK. A love triangle with a new twist hag developed here In the que is making elaborate preparations
NEW
of Supreme Court Justice Erlanger. Misa Marie Therese Baco, a for an indoor track meet on April 12th.
beautiful Porto Elcan girl, launched a fight for possession of an Infant held
Las Vegas now has a live and
by Prof. Karl Heidmann, teacher of flourishing Rotary Club, headed by Dr.
languages, and his wife.
F. H. Crall as president and will afI WANT WE
Both sides admit that the girl Is filiate with the national clubs.
e
the mother of the child ; further, that
The old mining camp at the
the professor Is its father.
mines In New Mexico, Is beLikewise, it is admitted that the ing completely rebuilt and the shafts
professor's wife is aware of these and working cleaned out preparatory
facts and virtually encouraged the to putting on a big force of men.
contraband romance between him and
Homestead and desert entry appli-- r iii: ...a the girl preliminary to the baby's corn- - cations are being filed at the United
.
mí
i i i it
WZZW.W' tog.
.
States land office here at a rate avMrs. Heidmann and Miss Baco eraging 300 a month, It was stated at
lived on adjoining plantations In Porto Phoenix by L. G. Rosengran, of the
KIco prior to the former's marriage, and it was at the wife's invitation that
land office.
the girl came to New, York to visit at her home.
The school bonds for the purpose of
With the foregoing points undisputed, it now is up to the1 court to deerecting a new high school building
cide which Is entitled to the child : Miss Baco, its mother, or Professor HeidVegas, N. M, were sold to
mann, its father. Strenuously supporting the professor in his claim is Mrs. at Las
Keeler Brothers of Denver, who bid
Heidmann.
100-0at 8 per cent. This will bring
Four years of married life have failed to bless the Heldmanns with chil- the city $1,600 above par value of the
dren. .
bonds.
According to George E. Coughlln, counsel for Miss Baco, the professor's
The United States Biological Surwife designed the romance between her husband and her girlhood friend to
avert the rapidly deepening breach In her home which this failure was pre- vey held Its regular monthly sale of
skins trapped by the force in Februcipitating.
ary at Albuquerque. J. A. Taichert &
When he showed an affection for Miss Baco it occasioned neither surprise
Co., were the highest bidders and purnor criticism from Mrs. Heidmann.
chases 188 skins, mostly coyotes, for
Miss Baco was shown every consideration by the Heldmanns when the
baby was born. Mrs. Heldmnnn said she would forgive her husband, provided $1,029.
The trotting mare, Edith Carter, has
the. baby remained in the Heidmann home.
been sold by J. C. Adams of Phoenix,
to Marvin Chllds of Omaha for $7,000,
according to a statement from the
L,
C,
H,
Old
Omaha
His
Adams stables, which added that the
more started In eighteen trotting
years old, an Omaha miser worth events on eastern circuits last season
A. J. Seaman, seventy-seve- n
OMAHA. $500,000,
died the other day because he would not increase bis and won twelve firsts, Including two
budget of expenditures of 15 cents a day. Before the war Mr. Seaman man- $6,000 purses.
aged to live very well on $1.05 a
Laboring men, mainly those emweek. He refused to Increase his exployed by the Santa Fé railroad, have
penses when prices went upward and
club
organized a
6ACK-A- 1L
cut down on the amount of food. As
In Albuquerque.
It Is the Intention
Ina result, when his hand became
0
of the club members, regardless of
Csn
fected and he refused to see a doctor
party affiliations In the past, to work
because of the cost, his system could
for the nomination of Mr. McAdoo,
not withstand the blood poison which
and If nominated, to do all In their
set in and he died, leaving no will.
power to elect him.
He has a sister, Mrs. Harriet
If the voters of Arizona enact Sen
Wolf of Los Angeles, said to be In
Bill 77 this fall, the functions of
ate
poor circumstances.
She will Inherit
the State Board of Pardons will be
his money, In all probability. When
virtually eliminated and the governor
the sister wrote to him asking for assistance In purchasing an $3 second-hanwill have full power to pardon, comsewing machine, he sent her a lot of tinfoil he had picked up on the streets
mute sentences or parole, according
with Instructions to sell it and buy the machine.
to an opinion Issued today by Attorney
Mrs. Mary Seaman Hickman of Albla, Iowa, and A. E. Robinson, Webster
General Wiley E. Jones and sent to
City, Iowa, claim to be his cousins.
all attorneys.
"They want my money," hé told the postman when returning their letters
Hunters and trappers employed counopened.
govbusiness. He carried his papers in the tall operatively by the United States
Seaman carried on a tax-titl-e
store seven years ernment and the state of Arizona rid
pockets of bis Prince Albert coat, bought at a second-han-

tt
th anrnnri mlr T
Improved rapidly and could do my work,
where before I could not even comb my
huir. I finished the treatment, using the
'Uolden Medical Discovery; also, and I was
permanently cured.
"I have used Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pallete
for constipation whenever I have needed
that kind of medicine, for years," ML
MARY CHASE, 603 N. Hickory St.
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workmen have unearthed
Wind Cave National park, South Daportion of the Alamo grounds at kota, containing 10,809 acres, consists
San Antonio bones which may be those of a series of long, narrow passageof the heroes of Texas whose bodies ways having variations In height and
were cremated by the victorious hordes width, and opening Into Irregular
chambers ut Intervals.
There are
under Santa Anna.
No effort was made to gather the three principal divisions, the first. Into
bones nor to remove them to the
which the entrance descends, being a
of the Alamo. They were per- long, narrow tunnel leading southeast.
mitted to remain where they were It extends 300 feet lower than the enfound ; and a garage Is to be built over trance and 330 feet below the surface
the spot, the ground where the dis- of the ground nbove.
covery was made being outside the
The trail then ascends by stairway
walls and a part of ths property which to the upper level of the cave, and
thence through other chambers to the
has gone to commercial use.
The bones were found some 200 Garden of Eden, the end of this route.
feet south of the wall of the Alnmo; From the crossroads on this division
and the Inquiry made has not fully de- there Is a branch passage leading to
veloped whelher they were those of the northenst. Here It Joins the third
the Texnns or whether they were those division, northwesterly to the Pearly
of the Indians who were used to build Gates, parnllel to the entrance passage.
the ancient mission and who formed There are several branches,
the
the colony which the friars gathered largest leading upward Into the Fair
about them to till their fields and to Grounds, 100 feet higher than adjoinprovide the food and the feed they re- ing portions of the cave. It Is reached
through a hole In the roof of a passagequired. Houston Post.
way. In the game reserve are buffalo,
elk and deer.
The popular author sat In his study,
Answer That Wat No Answer.
his brow creased In thought. Across
George II. Cohan was
the flat desk his secretary waited, pen
applicants for parts In one of his
poised above notebook.
"Ah!" said the author at last, his new productions.
"Can you dance?" he asked of a
face clearing, "I have it I We will begin. Take this: 'John Smith was an young chap who had been waiting nn
exceptionally Intelligent young man, hour.
"Sure," replied the candidate.
hardworking, unmarried I' "
"Can you sing?" continued Cohan.
The author paused abruptly and
"Well," replied the other, "I can sing
"No," he said, "there's
frowned.
as good as you can."
something that's wrong In that."
"But I asked you," retorted Cohan,
He paced the length of the room.
'
,
"Ah!" he suddenly exclaimed. "Of "can you sing?"
!
please,
out
'unmarried,'
course
Strike
Poor Cook.
and we will go on."
"Dick's wife thoroughly believes
that the way to a man's heart It
Agreement
"See here, son, you are wasting a through his stomach." t
"Yes, and she's given poor Dick
lot of money on Miss Blondy.".
"I am willing to admit, pop, that bad case of Indigestion trying to find
j"
It." Boston Transcript.
It Is money
Recently
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Taste.Of Coffee

Kelvin-Sultan-

vC

Ciiticura Soap
For the Hands

GuS&A

i

norft'Dandrafl-StopaHalrllaJUn-

mm
Nitlht

riornmCN

FxeepVbur Eyfes
ear

rita for Free ti'm Car

Book Murine) Co.Cnicaa,U.&!

You'll

like

asp

and you'll like it better
if you are one of thoso
with, whom coffee

dis-

agrees.
TThe flavor io similar
but: Posi:u2n. does not

contain, csííeine or any
otkér dnig. '

BetterUMihfoEcnvs
Sold laüíBrócerB
Made ZyFostum Cereal Coiptitie CreeWííeh.
Li;-

Satarday
o

Eugene Palmer

Lawyers

Practice in State and
eral Courts and

U, S. Land Office

Undertaker

Lard

Roy, N.M.

J.

pure

$3.25

Goblin Soap
6 for .25
Pure Strained Honey per qt .90

One lot of mens light blue Dress
Shirts with collar attached reg.
value $2.25 while they last at
$1.69.
Ladies Aprons regular price
$3.00 sale price $1.99.
Boys Blouses regular price
$1.25 special price .89c

C. Dodds,

United. States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
Homestead Matters attended to,
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

Filings

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

Under new Management

ROY, New Mexico

'

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business

Tourists and
Will find this

We are now Ready!
For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work.

Í5t

That Storage Battery?
The ANDERSON GARAGE and Machine Works
Now prepared to give you the service that your
Batteries demand,
Watch your Battery!

Í3

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works.
n
sac

3

Pastries.
are invited

3

Geo. M. Lewis,
tsai

rs

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

.

J.

PropV

Public Sale
mile N..

1

miles E. of Roy,

E. of Pleasant

vacation up with' the Hall family as
they will soon begin plowing with
their tractor.
Came to the Hazen home Thursday
G9 little chicks.
Owner write or see
Mrs. Ralph Hazen.
A number of young folks had planned on on picnicing down where the
oil well is feat the weather was not
preferable for a picnic.
Mrs. .Cora Hazen and family are
getting "ready to move in their new
residence which is a fine one.
Mr. Sanger is an the sick list this
week.

D. Wade,

2 miles N. and 8

i

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Bradley are
visiting with Mrs. Don until they get
possession of their home which the
Hall family have rented.
Jay and Tell are also finishing their

District

Land-Seeke-

Mrs. C. Driskil's children have been
on the sick list this week.
F. J. Hieman is still debating with
himself if a man will do more for
the love of a woman or love of money.
He knows he is doing nil he can for
the love of a woman.
Miss Rinehard attended the teachers' meeting at Mosquero Saturday.
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren has sold her
new Ford and has a new Maxwell,
She wanted something large enough
that she might take her whole family
even to her ducks.
The road is not kept so busy here
of late over toward the Hall farm.
Frank Hieman and Sid Reed spent
They can't
a week up with Tony.
stay away from the good folks up

here.

the right place.'

When did you have it Tested last? It is very
likely to Freeze now and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.

0C

CONFECTIONERY

Bradley.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

Mercantile
Company,

, Wag
Taking No
Chances of Losing the Prizes
He Had Secured."
j j

Proprietor

El Dorado Hotel

Floersheim

Indianapolis Man

our

A. A. Wynne

Dry Goods

Everyone is setting incubators, Oh
you fried chicken for harvest!
Miss Rinehart twa enrolled as a
student in the business college at(
Hutchinson, Kansas where she will attend immediately after her school is
out. The communittr wisü her good
luck and hope she wilS do as well there
as she has here with her schooL She
sorely is a hard one to iiea when it
comes to teaching.

1

View on

Thurs. Apr. 8 '20
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A.
M. sharp, the following property:
8 HEAD HORSES
Team sorrel mares 9 and 10 years,
weight 2,000, Team grey mules 10
and 11 years, Weight 2,000 pounds,
Black filly 2 years, weight 800, Sad-di- e
hcrse 8 years, weight 750, Span
grey mares 9 and 10 years, weight

SALVATION
ARMrS NEW
PROGRAM
The Salvation Army, which won for
itself such a warm placs m our hearts
by its splendid war work, is n.boot to
tmbark upon a new prostata one of
constructive service for every village
and hamlet in the country.
Havinir begun its miasierr. in the
city slums, the organization now plans
to branch out anu extent ils neipmg
hand to the small town aná the isolat- -

Public Sale

On the Stan Rychlewski farm 3 milea
W. and 3 miles S. of Rcy cn

Wed. Apr. 7,

'0

12-2-

Mt leather harness, 8 cellar 1 saddle, 2 header barges, 1 srtapcr, 1
gricrftne, 1 hele cení shelle, 2 iron
kettle 0 gallons, fenc posU,
pole 6 water barrels.
10 tow bundle cane. 4 dozen cKicfcens.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS'
Butterfly sepatator,
Good nange,
ChiHiortwr, table and 6 chairs, wwing
machine, cabinet, 4 beds, 100 lblTd,
lard prea, meat grinder.
HERMS OF SALE:
8 Menthtitfme without interest if'aaid
when due- - if net paid when due to
draw 12 per cent interest from date
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable
note or aporree security. $10. vni
under, cask. lOi per cent discount. for
cash on sums over $10. No propenty
to be removed until nettled for.
STAN KTCHLEWSKI, Ownee.
Col. F. O. TKÜiíe, Auctioneer,
Schultz & Jthnson, (lerks.
Bring your awn
non.
Lunch at
drinking Cupa
17-2-

s'd

reasonable prices.

Beck Motor
Company
it
T

r

',vv-

Wm-WW-

est

'í.

I

I -

,
"jiviv, manager.
in-nT- r

-

m

t

i

i

I

V

store-nfitfro-

e

n

suit-fmm- n

rlt"r.

and a great variety of other
ValuJtoté

Tre.

giant knurl' tree- has- - been logged,
Ty the Queensland! fores service audi
the timber sold! tbv $1,W0. It was
known as Bell's-- tree M yielded 17,:00 superficial! feet of timber In flv,tt
huge logs, and! the logging cokíhí
inonuted to $0&. Tfc set stunipag
came to twelw feet
inches per 1(05
super feet. Had the tree been smaljv
A

i.6

-

MARNE MEMORIAL POSTPR

The Ford Runabout is a Runabout in
reality a regular business messenger, solving
the question of economical and quick transportation. The Contractor, Builder, Traveling
Salesman, Collector, Solicitor, all find the Ford
Runabout the most convenient as well as the
most economical among motor can. Durable
in service, and useful every day in the year.
We solicit your order for one or more. We ask
your patronage in the repair of yoijr car, assurworkmen,
ing you of genuine Ford Parts,

w

Improvstf' Stereoptlcon.
n
recent lehpment of the
operate iiiitoninffcnflr,
mwn a senwi a certhfn rinmlier
views, usritiiiy 4(1, but
of lantern-slidT'iO or íw or nmre by spchI ndapta- ttofi. The nppaiahis Inclmibs a 1,(KW
lamp,
cKSidTe jxiwer nitrogen-tungstent'fl"trng and titijecllve lenses, and
Mrmll motor to be connected to a
Tamp socet on erttier a dirert or alter- iroffa'g current ctfeult. Tlie" machine
sfifiTiiif the slides automat IcaiTy, allow- rrrr erich picture to remail on the
T2 seconds- before- - being re- ftmfrU by the nertt. The etttflt with
wrewi, slides, etc.-- , packs htto a
iind is especially fitted1 to enable
the- - traveling salesman to snow goods
thowgíh also adapted for
by
edwtionnl displays; hom entertain-mi- t

-

ii""j

patriotic outdoor

Americans are not
Incapable of milking loud, loyal noi.'W,
and not nverse thereto. But rarely fa
a parade staged in this city that lm5i
not move throughout a large part of
Its course between silent lines of spec
tutors.
The result Is sometimes m
depressing ns largely to neutralize the
desired effect of the parade.
The will to cheer doubtless Brise
all along the line, but there Is no short
and easily exploded yell known to us.
"Hurrah," bi the traditional American
word for cluif, but no msn will venture Its use in public, unless In the1
wske of a cheer leader who preface
ff wllh n "hip, 1íIt, hip!" Ivven them
the usual response testifies that thif
inetfrod' of cheerlrt-- Is getting rusty.
There Is no lack of cheering on ntv
Amerli-nfootball field, nor a? any
kind of a' di'iiionstrwrion on a eoHegu
enmpus. Tlie reasuw for this Is that
good. rx,W'slve, expfoslve yells I'Svc
been dev2ed' for oroMoor use. And
because tny do explotfc, and because
they stand1 for somctHing; the Amerithem. They
can public likes to
also like to' follow n gfindl yell leader..
America itteds a natrons! yell. The
man who ci.M coin omr will do the
country a givat service.. Minneapolis

A

S--

-

in

Journal.

secured permission
village trustees to put in six feet
of the 10 iMiuired by ordinance- rf
concrete sidewalk in front of our naw
office.
The W foot walk on sudh a
short stretcfo waold have the appear
ance and effcafc of n obstruction,.
the street aá present and the otfler
uueu wuci
4 ieei can meThe

American
audiences - are chrtrged
with being unresponsive and apathetic, particularly
demonstrations.

Sale to commoner at 10 o'clock A M.
sharp, the following property:
11 HEAD HORSES
2 mares, bay and buckskin 11 yrs;
2 bay mares 9 years; 1 bay mare
5 years, 1 bay horse five years, one
iron grey marc 4 years; 1 bay sad
die ptny, 5 years, 1 bay mare 3 years
old, 4
colts, one black mule
five years old.
16 HEAD OF CATTLE
1 ccw 9 yedrs;
2 cews 7 years;
cows 5 years; i yearling heifers;
yearling steers 1 W ,F. bull 4 years, 1
Jersey cow with alf.
FARM MACHINERY
1 Emerson 5 disc trartor plow,l
5
Mogul tractor, 1 12 in walking plow,
1 60 tocth harrow, 1 J, D. walking
lister. 1 12 disc Mtliinr harrow, 1 6
shovel walking cultivator,, 1 horse
planter, 1 5 ft. mower, 1 10 ft. hay
rake, 1 Keystone wheat dVill 14 disc,
Í McCormick 12 ft. header, I Adnance
con binder, 2 wagons low won wheels
with erain boxes, 1 spring" wagon, 4

ed community.
In doing so it hopes to reach th
10 HEAD CATTLE
v
" " " ,
many oi tne aisquieunB
Milch cow 7 years, fresh August, source ot
flow continuously to- - Pritchard and Johnny Whiting-- are
Roan Durham cow calf at side 7 years, streams that
great city. Social problems the artisans in cnarge.
W. F. cow calf at side 5 years, W. F. ward the
cow 6 years fresh in May,
heifer
heifer fresh, soon,
fresh July, 2 yearling heifers, Red
W. F. cow 5 yearn fresh soon
FARM MACHINERY
J. D. riding lister, Bully boy cultivaas the school children of Franco
tor, harrow, 2 ?i Mitchell wagen, 2 JUST for their cotuttryl gift to th
sets. leather harness, 2 collars.
United States the Statue of Liberty
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
so will American! school ehUdren
Cabinet, table, 6 chairs, 2 rockers,
"one cent and npward" for
tontribute
stand
Organ,
bedsjtead and springs.
monutable, dresser, cupboard, Butterfly Sep "America's Gift to rrance," ft
arator, cookstove, heater, rag carpet, mental statue by Frederic
the noted: American sculptor.
linoleum.
11 R. 1. Red hens, 2 doz. Brown LegMr. MacMonnles fe contributing his
horn hens aad 2 roosters.
services toward tile monument which,
2 tons millet hay, well seeded, 1 ton
It Is estimated, wWJ cost $250,000.
rowed cane, ton oat hay.
The poster &&wn herewith, Is by AlTERMS OF SALE:
Sterner, noted American portrait
bert
8 Months time without interest if puid
painter.
It typifies the tribute which
to
when
paid
dne
not
If
when due.
pay to the French
countiry
this
date
from
draw 10 per cent interest
The-until paid. Purchaser giving bankable thwmirh the- - Marne monument.
and poster will- b displayed In citle.
nete or approved security.
under cash. 10 per cent discount for towns, and village, and will designee
.
cash cn sums ever 10. No property to many of the places where contributions
week
the
be removed until settled foe. '
of
during
may be made
A. V. FARR1S. Owner
March 22 a freewill offering, in
Auctioneer,
Col. F. O. White,
which numbers of contributors rather
Schultz & Johnson, Clerks.
than size of contributions, will be
Lunch at neon. Bring your on drinksought from school children and others.
cups.
ing
Contributions are now being receiv
.,
ed at National Headquarters, 150 Nas Pretty New York School Girl Helps
Tight Rope Bridge.
Spread Appeal for Pennies for
sau street, New York, by Charles H.
A bridge o?rr tlte Strinagnr rlvrr,
"America's Gift to France."
Sabln, president of one of New York's
India, Is made of only three ropes.
largest trust companies, who is treas- Meaux, on the Marue, and will rival
One Is the footpath, while the other
In size and grandeur of design the
ure!: of the fund. ,
twoi re rails.
The memorial will be erected at Statue or uoerty. 2,300.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

FISH

Tom Genolln.of the railway mall
service, tells n thrilling story uf how
once upon a time he wus templed and
fell ; how In the early hours of morning he slipped awny to a "posted"
stream and drew from thence live of
tin most beautiful bass ever seen?
Will open for Business
The climax of his story roads thus:
"Tim glorloiiü day was peeping and
creeping
through the silent trees
when I gathered up my bunch of
beauties and started homeward.
I
'"'ks, ConfectionSoda Fountian, Soft
With
had not gose far when I laid them In
a clump of grass while I filled my
rticles.
ery, and Marietta Stanley To.
pipe. When I (started to pick them
Oth after
Our Baker will be here about Ap.
ii) again lo anil behold they were
.?A and
which we will supply all your needs n
gone. A slight stir under a nearby
misii Drought visions of some prow-li::.
thief and I threw myself prone
y
You
to call opening day and évery
:i the hush
and clutched for the
thereafter.
place where the fish might be. That
Is when I awoke and gathered myself
up from the bedroom floor where I
Bi 'ny clutching n Jangling nlarm clock."
Oenolin thus ends the story:
7'ic tragic and unbelievable part
of my story Is yet to be told. The
day after the Incident related I went
BRADLEY NEWS
will be dealt with at their origin.
to the pool concerning which I had
Thus by curbing the stream before dreamed
and there I fished precisely
We are all glad to see W, R. Bradit grows into a torrent, the new pro- Is I fished in my dream
and I caught
ley and sons return from California. gram aims at prevention rather than
five beautiful Imss precisely as I hud
This is the first vacation W. R. has cure. The wayward girl who runs away
taken in 11 years. For the past 11 from the small town, lured by the caught them In tuy dream and, lastly,
years he staid on his farm in order cicys caDarets and dance halls, or I returned home with them, but not
to improve it and hold it down which with the desire to hide her shame, once did I lay them down In a. clump
he has been very successful. When will be reached at the starting point. of grass." Indianapolis News.
all were gone but him, no one within
If it can prevent human waste beseveral miles of him, yet with all fore preventive measures are too late, CALL FOR A NATIONAL CRY
of these hardships and these March it will be doing a great service for
winds, ho says he prefers New Mexico humanity.
Great Need in This Country, 'Tis Said,
Ralph Hazen and Curtis West are
for an Explosive, Expreshelping do some plowing for Mrs. D.
sive Yell.
j

Prompt and Efficient Service.
Day or night.
a
Funeral Director, All details '
planned and executed.

$2.40
$5.25

THOSE

TO

Monday April .5th.

.

Groceries
101bs.net

i

Fed-

Licenced Embalmer

8 lbs. net compound
"
17 lbs. 12oz

The
IDEAL BAKERY
and

Whelan & Palmer,
Clayton, New.Mex.

pedan

Ml

HELD FAST

Thomas A. Whelan

higher prlis would have been realized, us few
cared to handle It. Thl giant f the forest was
on
offered to a tfniber-gettfor
the srumpv being at the rate of less
per super feet,, twelve
than 20
mw-mlUe- rs

er

years

ngi

cts

s,

On Blaker's Day,,
Charlw hod been going to kinder
garten about two weeks. Puring this
time tne children had been taught the
song "When the Sun Wakes Up at
Break of Day." The Utile fellow liked
It very much and tried to sing It at
bonie.
The children had been told
About Mrs. Maker living above - tl
kindergarten and that she .could hear
them singing.
This fact, with the words of the
on
song made a deep impression
Charles. When he reproduced the song
at home, this Is what he Insisted was
correct : "When the Sun Wakes Up on

wl

-

tM' -

Blaker's Pay."
Cause for Gloom.
Jim Why does William Windjam-

1

mer look so glum7
Tim He was showing off bis alleged
French before the family and tb,
French maid mistook It for Ru$s.anr
The
Homo Sector.
;

j
j
j
j

